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SUMMARY
Land cover changes significantly affect climate, hydrology, bio-diversity, socio-economic
stability and food security. Some of these changes being studied in remote sensing disci-
pline include, but are not limited to, anthropogenic changes e.g. clear-cutting of forests
for human settlements, and beetle/insect infestations in the forests. Beetle/insect infesta-
tions cause considerable damage to the forests resulting in tree mortality on large scale
which provides fuel for fires and wastes valuable wood. Therefore, early detection of such
changes is often desired by the authorities in order to carry out timely actions to mitigate
them. However, manual monitoring using high resolution photography or field surveys
can become very difficult and time consuming or even infeasible because such changes
cover very large areas. This necessitates development of automated remote sensing al-
gorithms which can monitor large areas with minimal human intervention. Several land
cover change detection algorithms exist in literature which utilize remotely sensed im-
agery captured by different satellites. However, there are a very few studies which detect
such changes in near-real time manner. Furthermore, there is still a room for improvement
in the detection accuracy, detection delays and computational complexity of such algo-
rithms. This thesis utilizes coarse (500 m) and moderate (30 m) spatial resolution satellite
imagery (MODIS and Landsat 7 ETM+, respectively) and proposes four statistical al-
gorithms for detection of land cover changes with significant improvements. The first
algorithm (published in IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations
and Remote Sensing) is a supervised technique developed for near-real time detection of
beetle infestations in pine forests of North America (British Columbia and Colorado). It
models the hyper-temporal multi-spectral MODIS Vegetation Index (VI) time series with
a triply modulated cosine function using a sliding window non-linear least squares and
applies a change metric based on log-likelihood ratios to the trend parameter time-series
of the fitted model, instead of the raw vegetation index. Significant improvement, in the
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detection accuracy with reduced detection delays, was achieved with this first published
algorithm. The second algorithm (published in IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing
Letters) is unsupervised and makes use of properties of Martingale Central Limit The-
orem (MCLT) in the change metric derived from the parameter time series, in order to
avoid threshold tuning while detecting beetle infestation in MODIS vegetation index time
series. The third algorithm (published in IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied
Earth Observations and Remote Sensing) avoids the Gaussian distribution based change
metrics, one of the limitations of the existing methods, and improves the change detection
accuracy and detection delays significantly by using assumption free, directly estimated
relative density-ratio based Repeated Sequential Probability Ratio Test (RSPRT) as test
statistic on the parameter time series. The fourth algorithm (submitted to ISPRS Journal of
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) is a supervised technique that utilizes bi-temporal
multi-spectral Landsat 7 ETM+ imagery and models class posterior probabilities of the
change and no change classes non-parametrically, using a linear combination of a large
number of Gaussian Kernels through Least Squares Probabilistic Classifier (LSPC) for-
mulation. This helps in avoiding the Gaussian assumption about the data, which is a
major drawback of the traditional Bayesian Classifiers e.g. Maximum Likelhood Classi-
fier (MLC) and Naive Bayes (NB). Another popular classifier which avoids this limitation
is Support Vector Machine (SVM) but its drawback is that it assigns only class labels to
the test samples and does not provide probabilistic class-memberships. Moreover, it is a
binary classifier in its original formulation and needs different strategies to be adopted in
order to use it for multi-class problems and also to make it probabilistic. The LSPC based
framework, on the other hand, is non-parametric as well as capable of assigning degree
of class-membership (probabilistic) to test samples and handling multi-class problems in
its original formulation. Its application to leaf beetle infestation problem in north-eastern
Tasmanian Eucalyptus plantations suggested improvement in detection accuracy. These
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methods have been compared with their respective counterparts in the literature in order
to demonstrate their effectiveness.
The contribution of this thesis is four folds: (i) advancing our understanding of land/forest
cover change detection using quantitative/statistical approaches, (ii) proposition of reli-
able statistical approaches for near-real time land/forest cover change detection in hyper-
temporal coarse spatial resolution MODIS data, with especial emphasis on changes due
to beetle infestations in pine forests, (iii) efficient threshold selection in complex scenario
of near-real time change detection, when an optimal trade off between more than 2 perfor-
mance indices is needed, and (iv) proposition of a non-parametric approach for detecting
land/forest cover changes (bark beetle problem in north-eastern Tasmanian Eucalyptus
plantations) in bi-temporal Landsat 7 EMT+ data.
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1 Introduction
Overview
Remote sensing is a process, in which information about the object under observation is
obtained distantly i.e. without being in close contact with it [1]. Many remote sensors
are being used to obtain data about distant objects, in order to gather useful information
about them [2–5], e.g. sensors installed on satellites for monitoring atmospheric temper-
ature and weather, telescopes used in astronomy to get information about distant planets
and galaxies, radar to monitor motion of the airplanes in its range etc. It has been given
immense importance over the past few decades due to its usefulness in monitoring dif-
ferent phenomena on the Earth, other planets and galaxies, in automated fashion, which
would not have been possible otherwise. One of its important applications is monitoring
of environmental changes, e.g. urban expansions, forest clear cutting, deforestation, pest
infestations etc. This thesis will investigate the problem of monitoring and detection of
changes in forest cover, in particular due to beetle infestations.
The aim of this chapter is to highlight the motivation behind using remote sensing for
detecting insect infestations and deforestation. Section 1.1 presents definitions of some
important terminologies which will be used throughout this thesis.Section 1.2 highlights
the problem statement of this thesis. Section 1.3 sets the objectives to be achieved by this
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thesis while approaching the problem under consideration. Section 1.4 explains different
approaches used to achieve the thesis objectives. Section 1.5 gives an overview of the
study, including the study areas and their maps, and the scope of the proposed methods.
Finally, Section 1.6 presents the outline of rest of this thesis.
1.1 Some Definitions
Before presenting the problem statement in 1.2 and the proposed solutions, it is important
to define, certain terminologies that are going to be used throughout this thesis, upfront in
order to make this thesis readable and understandable.
1.1.1 Robustness
Robustness is a very well known terminology being used in engineering community, and
is an important aspect while evaluating performance of different statistical algorithms.
Statistical algorithms are normally based on implicit or explicit assumptions about the
underlying model or distributions of the data under consideration. More often than not,
these assumptions are not true and the true underlying distribution may deviate from the
assumed model. In such cases, an algorithm needs to be able to handle these errors and
avoid resulting in catastrophe by sacrificing a fraction of its efficiency, if need be. If
an algorithm/system is able to achieve this, it called a robust system [6, 7]. In short,
robustness demands a system/algorithm to possess the following features [7]:
• Efficiency: It should have near-optimal efficiency at the assumed model.
• Stability: It should be stable and relatively invariant to the small deviations from
the model assumptions. Small model deviations should cause only small or slight
impairments.
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• Avoid breakdown: It should be able to avoid disaster (breakdown) in case of some-
what larger deviations from the model.
1.1.2 Near-real Time
Real Time is a well known terminology in automated operations which is used for char-
acterising the time delay between the instances of the arrival of the data samples and their
processing . If an automated operation or program is able to handle a process within the
actual time taken by the process, without any delays, it is said to be real time. For exam-
ple, if an automated program is performing a certain set of operations on the samples of
the data being generated sequentially, and it is able to perform all the operations on the
current sample before the next sample arrives (on the go) without stacking or buffering
them, then it is said to be real time. In this thesis, the concept of real time has been used
in a different sense. Here, rather than the time taken by the automated process, it is re-
lated to how quickly, in terms of data points, an algorithm can detect a change after its
real instance of beginning, and whether it needs future data points in order to process and
declare a change at the current data point (instance) or not. In other words, it is related to
the delay between when (at what time point in the time series data or at what data sample)
the change started to occur according to the ground truth data and when (at what time
point in the time series data or at what data sample) it gets detected by the algorithm, and
dependence of the algorithm on the current and past data points. Since the algorithms
used in this thesis are dealing with slow changes in the forests which occur over a certain
period of time (months) and take many data samples from the point in time when they
start to occur till the point when they become detectable, it is nearly impossible to detect
them exactly at the data samples which correspond to the instance of their occurrence
in the time series. Therefore, a milder terminology near-real time has been used which
means “not exactly real-time but as close as possible to the real instance of occurrence of
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the change”. Hence, the effort here is to detect the changes in the time series data, as
close to the real instance of occurrence as possible, and to reduce the delay between the
real instance of occurrence and the instance when it gets detected by the algorithm.
1.1.3 Labelling Error
The term Labelling Error has been used for such samples in the ground truth data, which
were in fact no-change but labelled as change by the surveyors or vice-versa.. This can
happen due to human errors while labelling the ground truth data.
1.1.4 True Positives
True Positive (TP) is the percentage of the test samples that are declared as change by
the change detection algorithm, provided that they were labelled as change in the ground
truth data.
1.1.5 True Negatives
True Negative (TN) is the percentage of the test samples that are declared as no-change
by the change detection algorithm, provided that they were labelled as no-change in the
ground truth data.
1.1.6 False Positives
False Positive (FP) is the percentage of the test samples that are declared as change by the
change detection algorithm, provided that they were labelled as no-change in the ground
truth data.
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1.1.7 False Negatives
False Negative (FN) is the percentage of the test samples that are declared as no-change by
the change detection algorithm, provided that they were labelled as change in the ground
truth data.
1.2 Problem Statement
Deforestation and change in biomass of the Earth’s forests have many implications for
all those living beings who are dependent on the forests. It could be argued that we
are all dependent on the forests as they are one of the main carbon sinks and provide
wood to humankind, as well as a habitat for many endangered species [8]. Apart from
carbon emission issues, deforestation and tree mortality is correlated with forest fires
(in some parts of Canada and United States) which has both economic and environmental
implications [9]. One major cause of tree mortality and the associated changes in biomass
of North American forests, are beetle infestations [10–14]. This results in high risks of
forest fires, increased water runoff and turbidity, loss of ecosystems services, and less
absorption of the atmospheric carbon, or effectively more carbon emission, which in turn
contributes to the global warming by greenhouse effect and has adverse effects on human
health [11].
The beetles pass through four stages in their life cycle, namely: egg, larva, pupa and
adult. It takes almost a year for them to complete this life cycle, but they can take longer
than this, especially at high elevations because of the cool summer temperatures. They
normally attack aged and large pine trees, which have more food and thick phloem. When
they attack a part of forest, the unmated female beetles produce pheromones which attract
more beetles and results in a massive attack. They reside under the bark of the pine trees
and make egg galleries. These eggs then turn into larvae which feed on phloem and make
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Figure 1.1: An example of Mountain Pine Beetle infestation in pine forests of British
Columbia, Canada. Picture credits: Simon Fraser University (https://flic.kr/p/e8SuXx).
more galleries. After 10 months, they turn into pupae and then adults [15–17].
The beetles carry blue-staining fungi with their bodies and heads, which they spread under
the bark of the infested trees. These fungi disturb the food and water supply, and reduce
tree’s flow of pitch. This aids the beetles to overcome the tree easily. These attacked trees
then slowly turn yellow, then red and then eventually gray when they die [14]. An example
of how the infested trees look like, is shown in Figure 1.1. After the tree mortality, the
adults appear from the hole in the dead trees, multiplied in number as compared to their
number at the time when they attacked. These beetles then head towards another nearby
part of the forest [15–17]. The beetle life cycle and different stages of infestation are
shown in Figure 1.2.
Effective monitoring of the forests can help the authorities to control the tree mortality by
plotting timely strategies against expected occurrence of the factors causing it, e.g. beetles
infestations. This could reduce the rate of global warming and wastage of expensive wood
as well. However, monitoring of huge forests with human eye is not feasible. Therefore,
an efficient system, that can monitor large areas automatically and detect the patterns of
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Figure 1.2: Mountain Pine Beetle life cycle and infestation stages. Picture credits:
(http://www.schulhofftlc.com/insect-control/mountain-pine-beetle/).
possible beetles infestations, is required. This research is about investigating and design-
ing robust automated techniques which use coarse or moderate resolution satellite data,
e.g. MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) and Landsat 7 ETM+,
to detect land/forest cover change, with special emphasis on tree mortality due to beetle
infestations.
1.3 Objective of This Thesis
As mentioned earlier, deforestation and tree mortality, due to beetle infestations, is one of
the major problems in the pine forests of the North America [10, 11]. Due to the socio-
economic and environmental implications of forest mortality, beetle infestations need to
be detected early so that the authorities can take timely actions to mitigate them and take
precautionary measures to prevent the rest of the healthy forest from their attack. How-
ever, these forests are spread over millions of acres, and hence are too difficult to be sur-
veyed manually or with naked eye and reported in time to the decision making authorities.
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Therefore, an efficient early alarm system, that can monitor large areas automatically and
detect the patterns of possible beetle infestations, will prove to be helpful in this regard
[18–26].
Automated frameworks using hyper-temporal, coarse resolution satellite data, for land/forest
cover change detection at regional or global scales, has been highly desired [27]. How-
ever, this goal of environmental remote sensing has been elusive and described by some as
the “holy grail” of remote sensing [28]. The recent improvements in remote sensing, com-
putational technologies and the availability of time-series analysis, patter recognition and
statistical techniques have opened a new area of research about monitoring Earth systems
remotely and in automatic manner. Many satellites are operating for dedicated purposes
e.g. monitoring of weather, water, Earth etc. These satellites detect different processes in
the atmosphere periodically, and store the image data in their databases. Some of this data
is available free of cost and the rest with some cost, on world wide web (www). Since
these data have been available, the researchers in remotes sensing community have made
considerable contributions by analyzing this data using existing mathematical techniques
[2–5, 29]. These contributions have revealed that monitoring of large areas (of the order
of thousands of square kilometers) is possible to achieve, in much quicker and automated
manner, by applying existing statistical time series analysis and pattern recognition tech-
niques on the remote sensing data. So, the main objective of this thesis can be phrased as
follows.
Main Objective: To improve performance of, and propose new statistical frameworks
for, automated land/forest cover change detection using remotely sensed satellite data.
Remote sensing literature contains several land/forest cover change detection methods.
Many articles that summarise and review these methods exist in the literature [2–5, 30].
The majority of the existing methods are based on image differencing, post-classification
comparison and change trajectories of multi-date high resolution data [31–38]. In most
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cases, these methods only consider two images for change detection, effectively trying to
detect areas of change from one image to the next [2–5, 30]. The methods which can de-
tect land/forest cover change in near-real time, are limited. Although a very few methods
exist [39–41], they may not be necessarily optimal for beetle infestation detection in forest
cover, as no single remote sensing change detection method can be assumed to be opti-
mal for all the change detection problems [3, 4, 30]. Furthermore, near-real time change
detection methods which avoid threshold tuning, based on labelled data, and also are free
of parametric model assumptions, may prove more practical and robust. In case of bi-
temporal remote sensing change detection, normally change vectors between two images
are calculated and then classified as change or no-change. The popular classifiers used are
either based on parametric models (assumption about the underlying distribution of the
data) or does not have capabilities of handling multi-class problems and assigning class-
membership to test samples. A classifier that can perform comparably to non-parametric
classifiers and also have capabilities of handling multi-class problems and assigning class
membership to test samples, may prove helpful in a wide range of remote sensing applica-
tions, apart from change detection. Therefore, the main objective of the this thesis, given
above, can be split into sub-objectives as:
• To propose near-real time (if possible) framework, with improved accuracy and
detection delay, for detection of land/forest cover changes, especially due to beetle
infestations.
• To further make the framework more suitable for practical scenarios, by enabling it
not to require labelled data for its threshold tuning.
• To propose an effective algorithm that can tune the threshold in complex near-real
time scenarios, when three performance indices, instead of two as in normal cases,
have to be taken into account.
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• To make the proposed framework more robust for practical scenarios when the un-
derlying data distribution does not always follow a specific parametric model, and
may change from case to case.
• To evaluate new method, for remote sensing applications, that is non-parametric
(free of model assumptions) as well as can handle multi-class problems and assign
probabilistic class-membership to test samples.
1.4 Proposed Solution
This thesis proposes solutions to achieve the objectives, mentioned in Section 1.3, at dif-
ferent stages i.e. through proposed four change detection methods, while focusing on the
main objective of proposing automated remote sensing methods for detecting land/forest
cover changes. A brief overview of these solutions is given below and their details will
be discussed in Chapters 2 through 5.
The objective of improved automated detection of gradual forest cover changes, especially
beetle infestations, in near-real time using remote sensing data, is addressed in Chap-
ter 2. As mentioned before, the remote sensing literature lacks such methods which utilise
hyper-temporal satellite data to detect such changes in near-real time. Even if a few such
methods exist [39–41], no method is optimal for every change detection problem, and may
perform poorly in some cases [3, 4, 30]. Considering these facts, the proposed solution
is based on hyper-temporal MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
500 m, 8-days composite imagery. The hypothesis behind this solution is that the sen-
sor response of the forest, after infestation, must be significantly different than when it is
healthy [42, 43]. First, the MODIS vegetation index time series, of the pixel under con-
sideration, is extracted, with at least 5 years (230 time points) of normal (unaffected or
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no-change) observations in the history part. This time series is then modelled with a triply
modulated cosine model [43, 44], using Non-linear Least Squares (NLS) over a moving
window [42], which derives parameter time series. At every position of the window, the
NLS fitting of the model produces parameters values for that point. The log likelihood
ratio, between this parameter value falling inside or outside the distribution of the history
(no-change) observations, is then compared with a threshold tuned on the training data, in
order to declare it a change or no-change. The NLS fitting of the model handles the noise
well [42] and reduces its effect in the parameter time series, hence improves the near-real
time performance over the method which derive test statistics from the noise time series
between the observations and modelled values [39]. The window helps in identifying
the actual location of the change in the time series and makes the method near-real time.
Since different vegetation indices are based on different bands and respond differently
to vegetation dynamics, combining them with the proposed framework further improved
the results. This method works well but it has two limitations: 1) it is supervised i.e. it
needs threshold tuning and 2): the test statistics are based on Gaussian assumption which
is seldom true in practical cases. Addressing these two limitations are the next objectives
(sub-tasks).
In order to improve the NLS-based method further and make it suitable for more practical
scenarios, a solution that does not require threshold tuning based on labelled data, is pro-
posed in Chapter 3. In this solution, the hypothesis remains the same but the test statistics
change. The normalised parameter time series, derived by fitting the triply modulated
cosine function over a moving window using NLS, is modelled as a Martingale Sequence
and the test statistic is derived based on the Martingale Central Limit Theorem (MCLT)
[45, 46]. Once the MCLT is invoked, the threshold can be tuned with the help of standard
normal distribution statistic (z-score) [47]. Experiments demonstrate the reliability of this
solution.
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To address the objective of avoiding Gaussian or other parametric assumptions about the
data, while deriving test statistic, a solution is proposed in Chapter 4. The basic hypoth-
esis, about the sensor response of the forest/vegetation, remains the same. The change
in the framework is recommended while calculating the test statistic. Instead of using
Gaussian assumption based test statistic e.g. traditional likelihood ratios that are based
on parametric model assumption about the individual densities, it is recommended that
relative density ratios [48, 49] that are estimated directly from the training data, using
non-parametric kernel model, could be used. To this end, traditional Repeated Sequential
Probability Ratios (RSPRT)/CUSUM statistics [50, 51], which use traditional log like-
lihood ratios, can be improved by using the relative density ratios. This solution was
demonstrated by evaluating these new RSPRT/CUSUM test statistics, derived from the
parameter time series of the triply modulated cosine model, which is fitted to the veg-
etation index time series using NLS or the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [51]. The
experiments on simulated, synthetic and real world beetle infestation data, supports the
proposed solution.
The objective of finding an efficient and automated way of tuning the threshold, on train-
ing data in case of complex scenario of near-real time, was also addressed in Chapter 4.
The solution proposed here considers a more complex cost function based on three per-
formance indices namely, False Positives (FP), False Negatives (FN) and Mean Detection
Delays (MDD), than in normal cases where only FP and FN are considered [52]. Find-
ing an optimal trade off between three performance indices, by manual observation, be-
comes hard or even impossible, which makes the cross validation experiments difficult.
Therefore, the proposed solution argues that minimising the designed cost function using
Genetic Algorithm (GA), can find an optimal trade off between the three performance
indices automatically, which corresponds to the optimal threshold.
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Finally, the objective of reliable detection of leaf beetle infestation in eucalyptus planta-
tions of north-eastern Tasmania, is addressed using Landsat 7 ETM+ data. The choice
of using Landsat 7 ETM+ was made because the leaf beetle infested study area was not
large enough to provide sufficient number of MODIS pixel for a reliable analysis. The
proposed solution is bi-temporal and supervised in nature, which first finds change vec-
tors (by image differencing based on raw bands or vegetation indices) and then uses a
supervised classifier to classify the test samples into change or no-change classes. One
of the aims, while addressing this objective, was to devise a method that is independent
of any parametric model assumptions about the data and immune to changes in the dis-
tribution of the data, which is a major limitation of the well known Bayesian classifiers
e.g. Maximum Likelihood Classifier (MLC) and Naive Bayes (NB) classifier [53–56],
and also probabilistic in nature with multi-class capabilities. This has been addressed by
using non-parametric multi-kernel based LSPC formulation [57, 58], instead of model
based classifiers e.g. MLC and NB, in the proposed change detection framework. The
effectiveness of the proposed approach has been demonstrated through experiments and
its comparison with the NB and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [59].
1.5 Scope of This Work
The type of changes targeted in this thesis were those caused by bark beetles in pine
forests and leaf beetles in Eucalyptus plantations. The ground truth data for bark beetle
infestations in pine forests, was collected from Colorado (USA), Utah (USA) and British
Columbia (Canada) because the survey maps showing damaged areas were maintained by
the forest health and pest management authorities in both these regions. Since these infes-
tations were very widely spread, coarse spatial resolution satellite data was a reasonable
option to be used for detecting such changes. The advantage of coarse spatial resolution
satellite data was that it could be available with high temporal resolution, hence provid-
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Figure 1.3: Map showing study regions (Colorado and Utah) in USA, used in Chapters
2, 3 and 4, for near-real time change detection using MODIS time series data.
ing opportunities for development of time series analysis based methods which can detect
such changes with near-real time capabilities. Therefore, MODerate resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 8-day composite time series data with 500m spatial resolu-
tion was used for these regions. This data was used in the development of the near-real
time methods presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. These study regions have been shown in
the maps presented in Figures 1.3 and 1.4. The details on data preparation are given in
Chapter 2.
The ground truth data for leaf beetle infestations was collected from eucalyptus planta-
tions, maintained by forest department, in north-eastern Tasmania, Australia (Figure 1.5).
This area was used in the development of a change detection method based on image
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Figure 1.4: Map showing study region (in British Columbia) in Canada, used in Chapters
2, 3 and 4, for near-real time change detection using MODIS time series data.
differencing as an initial step. Since, these plantations were limited in size and area, the
changes recoded here were on much smaller scales, spatial resolution of MODIS data was
not appropriate for this analysis. Therefore, a novel change detection method based on
Landsat 7 ETM+ 30m imagery was proposed to tackle this problem.
Although the methods presented here have been designed and tested for beetle infesta-
tion problem in pine forests and eucalyptus plantations, remote sensing literature is rich
with other applications of the statistical change detection algorithms [60–80]. Some ex-
amples of different applications of change detection methods from recent literature are:
1) Crop Changes: Remote sensing change detection algorithms can be applied to detect
changes in croplands e.g. from one crop type to another crop or land cover type or ex-
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Figure 1.5: Map showing study region (in Tasmania) in Australia, used in Chapters 5, for
multi-temporal change detection using Landsat 7 ETM+ data.
pansion/shrinking of the land area covered by a certain type of crops [66, 67], 2) Urban
Changes: Remote sensing change detection algorithms are also used to detect new set-
tlements, construction of new buildings/roads/facilities etc. in the urban environments,
e.g. [75–77], 3) Building Changes: Changes in structures or demolition of the existing
buildings can also be monitored using remote sensing change detection algorithms, e.g.
[64, 65], 4) Hydrological Changes: Monitoring of hydrological changes in soil e.g. mon-
itoring of changes in wetland, soil moisture, soil state, salinity, erosion and deposition
in coastal areas, can also be one of the applications of remote sensing change detection
methods, e.g. [60, 61, 79], 5) Water Changes: Such methods can also be applied for de-
tecting changes in water levels or lakes and different water reservoirs, e.g [80], 6) Flood
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Changes: Changes induced by floods on different land cover types or flood itself can also
be detected and monitored using such techniques, e,g, [71–73], 7) Fire Changes: Remote
sensing change detections can be applied to detect active forest fires or changes induced
by forest fires, e.g. [69, 70], and 7) Deforestation: Detection of deforestation, caused by
logging and human settlements, is also a potential application of remote sensing change
detection methods, e.g. [74, 81, 82]. Since the methods presented in this thesis are sta-
tistical in nature and rely on statistics of different features of the data, their scope is not
limited to forest cover change detection only, and can be adapted to many different change
detection applications mentioned above.
1.6 Thesis Outline
• Chapter 2 presents the first method proposed in this thesis, that uses MODIS hyper-
temporal time series data for near-real time detection of beetle infestations in pine
forests of British Columbia, Canada and Colorado, USA. Two methods are inves-
tigated: 1) an NLS-based method that uses a triply modulated cosine function to
model the vegetation index time series and then finds a change in its parameter time
series, and 2) an FIR low-pass filter based method, which does not include any
model fitting, hence a computationally faster and less complex. The chapter also
discusses combination of these methods with several vegetation indices and finds
the best combination for near-real time beetle infestation detection. In the end, the
chapter presents the results of the proposed framework, and its comparison with an
existing near-real time change detection method.
• Chapter 3 presents the second method proposed in this thesis, that uses MODIS
hyper-temporal time series data for near-real time detection of beetle infestations
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in pine forests. It discusses the limitations in case of supervised frameworks when
threshold tuning is needed based on the labelled data sets, and how the MCLT-based
statistics, derived from the parameter time series, helps in this regard. The chapter
investigates this framework on a variety of vegetation index data sets and presents
its results in the end, in order to show the promise of the proposed framework.
• Chapter 4 presents the third method proposed in this thesis, which introduces im-
provements in the supervised framework for near-real time change detection. It
highlights a bottleneck of the traditional likelihood ratios based test statistics which
are based on Gaussian or other parametric model assumptions about the underlying
density of the data, and advocates replacing it by more robust relative density ratios
which are estimated directly from the data using a non-parametric model. It further
discusses, how the relative density ratios improve the RSPRT/CUSUM statistics
which are derived from the parameter time series of the triply modulated cosine
function, fitted to the data using NLS or EKF. In the end, it discusses the promise
shown by the proposed framework through its implementation for near real-time
detection of beetle infestation and the comparison with the existing methods that
are based on the traditional likelihood ratios.
• Chapter 5 presents the fourth method proposed in this thesis, for detection of de-
foliation, due to leaf beetle in eucalyptus trees of north-eastern Tasmania, using
Landsat 7 ETM+ imagery. The chapter highlights the limitations of the well known
Bayesian classifiers e.g. MLC and NB, which is still being used in remote sensing
for classification and change detection, for changes in data distribution. It further
explains how this limitation can be avoided by using a non-parametric multi-kernel
LSPC formulation for modeling the class posterior probabilities. Furthermore, it
presents an automated model selection procedure that avoids manual selection of
possibly sub-optimal model parameters through 10-fold cross-validation. In the
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end, it discusses the improvements in the performance brought by the proposed
framework along with the proposed model selection procedure, by comparing its
results with an NB and SVM [59] based methods, while detecting leaf beetle defo-
liation in eucalyptus trees of north-eastern Tasmania, using Landsat 7 ETM+ multi-
date imagery.
• Chapter 6 presents key conclusions, as well as, future research ideas which can
further enhance the capability of remote sensing change detection algorithms.
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2 Near-Real Time Detection of
Beetle Infestation in Pine Forests
Using MODIS Data1
2.1 Overview
The paper considers near-real time detection of beetle infestation in North American pine
forests using MODIS 8-days 500 m data. Two methods are considered, both using a
single time-series for detection of beetle infestation by analyzing the statistics of the trend
component of the signal. The first method estimates the trend component of the vegetation
index time-series by fitting an underlying triply modulated cosine model over a sliding
window, using Nonlinear Least Squares (NLS), and the second method uses a T−point
moving average Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter. Both the methods perform well and
show similar performance on simulated datasets. The methods are also tested on many
difference and ratio-indices of a real world dataset with change and no-change examples
taken from the Rocky Mountain region of the United States and of British Columbia in
Canada. The results suggest that both the methods detect beetle infestation reliably in
1This chapter has been published as a journal article in IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth
Observation and Remote Sensing (IEEE JSTARS).
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almost all the vegetation index datasets. However, the model-based method (NLS-based)
performs better in terms of the detection delay. Red Green Index (RGI), when used with
the model-based method, provides the best trade-off between the detection delay and
accuracy. Furthermore, 90%, 50% and 25% cross-validations are also performed for the
threshold selection on RGI dataset, and it is shown that the selected threshold works well
on the test data. In the end, it is also shown that the model-based method outperforms
a recently published method for near-real time disturbance detection in MODIS data, in
both accuracy and detection delay.
2.2 Introduction
Change in biomass is associated with land cover change, which occurs due to natural and
human activities [1]. Automated land cover change detection using remotely sensed data
is a topic of ongoing research, and has a significant body of literature [2–38]. Of specific
interest in this paper is detecting gradual change in forests due to insect infestation, specif-
ically the North American beetle [2, 20–22, 39]. The North American beetle has caused
significant damage to the pine forests over the past few decades [20, 21]. Therefore, early
and reliable detection of the beetle infestation is important.
Monitoring large forest using manual techniques is not feasible, and is very time consum-
ing. There is a need to develop efficient systems, as an alternative, to monitor large areas
automatically, and detect the patterns of possible beetle infestation. The choice of a satel-
lite sensor with reasonable cost and appropriate resolution (spatial, spectral and temporal)
of imagery is crucial [37]. A possible method is to make use of coarse spatial resolution
images available at a high temporal rate. This has proven to be challenging, but can serve
as a first step in tasking high resolution satellites for expected change events [40].
The literature contains significant number of studies on detection of beetle infestations
[6, 11, 12, 24, 33–36, 41–47]. Most of these studies have utilized either high resolution
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(≤10m spatial resolution) [2, 6, 33, 34, 48] or moderate resolution (>10m and <30m
spatial resolution) sensor data [7, 11, 20–22, 35, 42, 43, 45]. Most of the high/moderate
resolution sensors do not provide data at regular time intervals, hence the majority of the
existing methods rely upon analysis of two images or a few images per year. This may
result in suboptimal performance because of the seasonal variations in the signal received
from vegetation. Therefore, the temporal resolution of the data should be high enough
to differentiate real change events from the natural phenological cycles [16, 19]. MODIS
provides high temporal and coarse spatial resolution data at regular time intervals i.e.
daily, 8-days and 16-days composites. Several studies on land cover change detection
have used MODIS data and reported impressive results [5, 16, 19, 25, 30–32]. Some
of them have also investigated feasibility of MODIS data for detection of insect-induced
tree/forest mortality [10, 27, 29, 49], but they have not utilized its full temporal resolution.
In this paper, we propose a framework that uses MODIS 8-days composite 500m data, and
utilize its full temporal resolution in monitoring beetle infestation.
It has been shown that the MODIS Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) time-
series is useful in monitoring vegetation [16, 19]. The NDVI time-series of MODIS data
has a strong seasonal component, and it was proposed in [16] that the MODIS NDVI time-
series be modeled as a triply modulated cosine function (2.1). Some studies [50, 51] used
Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to analyze the spectral components of the NDVI time-
series in order to detect land cover changes. However, [15] showed that the parameters of
the triply modulated cosine function (2.1) provides better separation between vegetation
and non-vegetation classes. The study in [16] used Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to
derive these parameters for change detection. The change metric used in [16] compares
EKF-modeled parameters of (2.1) for a given pixel with those of its neighboring pixels in
a 3×3 window. This method performs well when the change is a spatially-rare event, i.e.
when the changed pixels in the window are a minority, and loses its accuracy for the case
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of changes caused by beetles in pine forests. This is because these changes are normally
widespread and involve the majority of the pixels in the window [52].
In [52], we proposed modifications in the EKF-based method [16] for detection of beetle
infestation, and introduced an Non-linear Least Squares (NLS) based method for further
improvements in the results. We showed that the beetle infestation can be detected well
by modeling a single time-series at a time using the triply modulated cosine function
(2.1) and the trend parameter (µk) of the function plays a key role in detecting beetle
infestation. Furthermore, we showed that the statistics of the time varying trend parameter
(µk) of (2.1), when derived by using EKF or by fitting (2.1) to the NDVI time-series using
NLS, were significantly different for change and no-change periods. This difference in
the statistics of the µk time-series was used as a tool for fast and reliable detection of
beetle infestation in offline mode. It was found that the NLS-based method performed
better in terms of both the accuracy and the detection delay.
This paper extends the NLS-based method, as a model-based method for near-real time
detection of beetle infestation. Furthermore, a computationally simpler method based
on moving average Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter, here on referred to as FIR-based
method, is also considered for near-real time change detection. Both the methods are com-
pared first on simulated data, for sensitivity, robustness against different levels of noise,
and detection delay. The results show that both the methods detect changes in the simu-
lated data reliably, and robustly in case of different levels of signal noise. It is also shown
that both the methods can detect changes in near-real time, even when the magnitude of
change is very small. The proposed methods are also compared on different vegetation
indices calculated from the real world dataset of change and no-change examples taken
from two study regions in North America (British Columbia and Colorado). These veg-
etation indices are: Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [53], Normalized
Difference Infrared Index 6 (NDII6) [10, 54], Normalized Difference Infrared Index 7
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(NDII7) [10, 54], Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) [10, 55], Green Normal-
ized Difference Vegetation Index (GNDVI) [56], Wide Dynamic Range Vegetation Index
(WDRVI) [57], Simple Ratio (SR) [12], Infrared Simple Ratio 6 (ISR6) [12], Infrared
Simple Ratio 7 (ISR7) [12] and Red Green Index (RGI) [6]. The results show that both
the methods achieve similar detection accuracies, but the model-based method detects the
changes faster than the FIR-based method. Among different indices, the model-based
method performs the best on RGI, in terms of detection delay, whereas detection accura-
cies remain nearly the same for all the indices, except the NDWI. The results also suggest
that the methods generally perform better with the ratio-indices than with the difference-
indices. An analysis is also performed to suggest the optimal window size for the model-
based method. This method is then cross-validated on the RGI data using 10%, 50% and
75% of the dataset as test data. It is shown that the model-based method achieves nearly
the same accuracies on all the three cross-validations, hence suggesting that the selected
threshold is robust for the test data.
Recently, a study was published in [32], which uses a season-trend function to model 16-
day MODIS NDVI time-series and detects changes in test statistics derived from the dif-
ference (noise) sequence between the model and actual observations. We found this study
to be the most recent and relevant to our work, in remote sensing literature. We compare
our model-based method with this framework, on simulated as well as real datasets, and
show that our method, which detects changes in parameter time-series, performs better in
terms of both accuracy and detection delay.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2.3 explains the proposed methods, the most
recent and relevant methodology in literature, the simulation setups, and collection of the
ground truth data. Section 2.4 presents the numerical results and discussions, and the last
section concludes this paper.
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2.3 Materials and Methods
In this section, we propose two methods for detecting changes induced by beetle infes-
tation in pine forests. The first method is model-based and uses a parameter time-series
for detecting the beetle infestation. The parameter time-series is derived by fitting a triply
modulated cosine model (2.1) to the vegetation index time-series, using NLS [58, 59] over
a sliding window. The second method uses a simple FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filter,
implementing T -point moving averages [60].
2.3.1 Model-Based Method (Method 1)
Let Yk represents vegetation index time-series for a single pixel which can be modeled
using the triply modulated cosine function [15, 16] as:
Yk = µk +αkcos(2pi f k+φk)+ εk , (2.1)
where Yk, µk, αk, φk and εk are the observation, trend, amplitude of the cosine term, phase
and noise values, respectively, at time k, for all k = 1, . . . ,N. The frequency f in (2.1)
depends upon the length of the seasonal cycle and the number of days between the two
consecutive data acquisition points. Since, we are using MODIS 8-days composite time-
series data, which has temporal resolution of 8 days and cycle length of 365 days, the
value of f in our case is 8365 . Stationary time-series with seasonality can be modeled
using a single cosine function with constant parameters, x = [µ,α,φ ]t , as:
Yk = µ+αcos(2pi f k+φ)+ εk . (2.2)
The model in (2.2) fails to capture any non-stationarity that might be encountered within
the time-series, because it has only one sinusoidal term and constant parameters. Since,
these parameters are derived by taking a holistic view of the entire time-series, they are
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not sufficient to cater significantly for small and short duration seasonal/trend variations.
Such models are less helpful or not helpful at all in the problem of time-series change
detection [61]. To cope up with such variations, the model needs to have a sufficiently
greater degree of freedom/flexibility, so that it can adjust to any changes/variations in
seasonal cycle or trend of the time-series. Models with sufficiently large number of sinu-
soidal terms and parameters, such as FFT [50, 51], provide more significant information
about such variations, but sometimes these models too prove less helpful as compared to
time-varying parameters-based models, such as (2.1) [15]. The advantage of the triply
modulated cosine model (2.1), over FFT or model given in (2.2), is that it has three time-
varying parameters, which can vary at every time point and adapt to any small, large, slow
or fast variations in the time-series.
We use local fitting of the model in (2.2), over a sliding window, to derive the instan-
taneous parameters of (2.1). The time-series under consideration is either dominantly
stationary or dominantly non-stationary over small periods. Either of these effects will be
reflected more significantly in the constant parameters of the model (2.2) fitted over a win-
dow than in the parameters derived by fitting the same model over the whole time-series.
Fitting (2.2) to a sliding window (overlapping windows) in continuum derives time-series
of the three constant parameters, which can be considered as the time-varying parameters
of model (2.1). This process of model fitting will reflect the transition of the original time-
series, from stationarity to non-stationarity, in one or more parameter time-series. This is
because the parameters of (2.2), derived for windows corresponding to the stationary and
non-stationary parts of the time-series, will be significantly different. Moreover, the ef-
fect of every single time-point is translated into one or more parameter time-series which
makes the change detection method near-real time. Parameters of (2.2) derived by fitting
it globally to a time-series give no information about when the change occurred within
the time-series. If the change is large and affects these constant parameters significantly,
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still it requires the whole time-series to be available and works only in offline mode. We
propose the following strategy for deriving the parameters of (2.1) and then detecting the
beetle infestation (change).
We take a window [k−T +1, k], of length T , and slide it over the vegetation index time-
series. At every position of the sliding window, k = T, T +1, . . . , N, the time-series cov-
ered by it can be modeled as:
Yi = F(i)+ εi, (2.3)
where
F(i)≡ F(i; xk) = µk +αk cos(2pi f i+φk), (2.4)
for i= k−T +1, k−T +2, . . . , k, and xk = [µk, αk, φk]t . Note that Yi in (2.3) is a function
of only time i, for a single position k of the window and xk is constant over the whole
window for that position. Value of xk, for a single window positioned at k, can be found
by finding a solution to the following equation:
xk = argmin
x
{
k
∑
i=k−T+1
(yi−F(i; xk))2
}
. (2.5)
We used MATLAB default non-linear least squares with Trust Region Reflective optimiza-
tion algorithm [58, 59] to solve the problem in (2.5). The solution of (2.5) at every position
k = T, . . . , N of the window produces parameter time-series of (2.1), xk, for k = T, . . . N.
Our study [52] about changes introduced by beetle infestation in vegetation index time-
series, and findings in [22] suggest that beetle infestation affects trend component of the
signal significantly and the change can be detected in the trend component alone. There-
fore, we apply the change detection strategy on µk time-series.
We assume that we have sufficient length (at least 5 years or 5 cycles) of the stationary
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Figure 2.1: NDVI time-series containing a change plotted on left vertical and bottom hor-
izontal axes (complete line). µk parameter time-series derived using moving window
model-based method plotted on right vertical and top horizontal axes (dash-dot), and
the detected change at time point t = 325 (dashed line), using window size T = 46,
length of reference period L = 230, and threshold λ = 4.
time-series, during which the forest was healthy and no change occurred. Let us rep-
resent the stationary part of the vegetation index time-series by [Y1, . . . ,YL], where L is
the length of the stationary part (5year/cycles × 46 observations per year = 230 in our
case) of the vegetation index time-series. Since, µk is a trend component and should ide-
ally remain constant for a noise-free vegetation index time-series, as long as the window
in (2.3) and (2.5) is sliding over the stationary part, or as long as k ≤ L. However, the
vegetation index signal is not noise-free in practical cases, so we expect µk correspond-
ing to the stationary vegetation index time-series to have small variations and maintain
some (unknown) distribution. We assume that µk maintains a Gaussian distribution with
mean M1 = mean(µT , . . . ,µL) and standard deviation σ = std(µT , . . . ,µL) during the ref-
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erence/stationary period and the likelihood of M1 at time point k can be given by,
PM1(µk) =
1√
2piσ
e
(
− (µk−M1)
2
2σ2
)
. (2.6)
Our hypothesis here is that the µk will start deviating from the distribution of [µT , . . . , µL]
and enter a new distribution with mean M2 = M1 + λσ , as soon as the sliding window
starts entering the non-stationary part (after infestation has occurred) of the time-series. In
other words, the likelihood of M1 will start decreasing and the likelihood of M2, PM2(µk),
will start rising i.e. the likelihood ratio
PM1(µk)
PM2(µk)
will start decreasing. The log likelihood
ratio can be written as,
Lk = ln
(
PM1(µk)
PM2(µk)
)
(2.7)
=⇒ Lk = ln

1√
2piσ
e
(
− (µk−M1)
2
2σ2
)
1√
2piσ
e
(
− (µk−M2)
2
2σ2
)
 (2.8)
=⇒ Lk = (µk−M2)
2− (µk−M1)2
2σ2
. (2.9)
At the point of change i.e the point where the likelihood ratio starts decreasing, the slope
of the log likelihood ratio will be negative. Therefore, the condition for detecting a change
can be found by solving
dLk
dM2
< 0, (2.10)
=⇒ M2−µk
σ2
< 0, (2.11)
=⇒ M1+λσ −µk < 0, (2.12)
=⇒ µk−M1 > λσ . (2.13)
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Algorithm 2.1 MBCD ([Y1,Y2 . . . , YL, . . . , Yk], T , L)
Given Y1,Y2, . . . , YL, . . . , Yk, for some current time point k > L, where L is the length of
the stationary period,
1. Evaluate xt for all t = T, . . . , k using (2.3) to (2.5).
2. Evaluate M = mean(µT , . . . ,µL) and σ = std(µT , . . . ,µL).
3. Evaluate (2.15) and then (4.11) for the current time point, k.
4. If c given by (4.11) exists, then declare c as change point.
5. Otherwise, declare no-change event.
The change detection criterion can then be formulated to identify the change point c with
in the parameter time-series as
c = min
{
k ∈ {T, . . . ,N} :
(
k
∑
j=k−9
z j
)
> 6
}
, (2.14)
where for all k = T, . . . , N,
zk =

1 iff s× (µk−M1)> λσ
0 otherwise,
(2.15)
Here zk is the initial change alarm which is raised if the deviation of the µk from the mean
M1 becomes greater than the threshold λ times the standard deviation σ , and indicates
a potential change point. The threshold λ can be selected from the table of standard
normal distribution depending upon the percentage of the tail considered as outlier. The
value of λ can be tuned in order to find an acceptable trade off between false alarms,
true positives and detection delay. The variable s in (2.15) can take values of either +1
or -1, depending upon the type of vegetation index under consideration. Some vegetation
indices, such as RGI, change in positive direction with forest degradation [21], whereas
some vegetation indices, such as NDVI, change in negative direction [21]. For the former
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type of vegetation indices, s = +1, whereas for the latter type of vegetation indices, s =
−1, should be used. After evaluation of zk in (2.15), (4.11) declares the current time
point k as the change point c if more than 6 initial alarms zk, out the 10 most recent, were
raised. It should be noted that k has been shown to take values from T to N in Equations
(2.3) to (2.15), but they can be used in online mode as well because the change detection
procedure is independent of the future observations at any time point k. Algorithm 2.1,
here referred to as MBCD (Model-Based Change Detection), summarizes the main steps
for using this method in online mode. Note that we used window size T = 46 here. Choice
of optimal window size T will be discussed in detail in Section 2.4. An example of an
NDVI time-series containing change, the µk parameter derived using this algorithm, and
the detected change are shown in Figure 2.1.
2.3.2 FIR Filter-Based Method (Method 2)
As mentioned above, only µk parameter of the model (2.1) gets sufficient impact of non-
stationarity/change and can be used alone in change detection, the change detection can
be formulated in a computationally and mathematically simpler way. Since, we need only
trend component of the signal, µk, rather than all the three parameters of (2.1), we can
approximate µk by the response of a T -point moving average FIR filter to Yk. Let H be
the impulse response of an FIR filter, given by
H = [h1,h2, . . . , hT ], (2.16)
where
H[t] = ht (2.17)
and
ht =
1
T
, ∀t = 1,2, . . . , T. (2.18)
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Algorithm 2.2 MABCD ([Y1,Y2 . . . , YL, . . . , Yk], T , L)
Given Y1,Y2, . . . , YL, . . . , Yk, for some current time point k > L, where L is the length of
the stationary period, and T being the filter length,
1. Select an FIR filter according to (2.16) and (2.17).
2. Evaluate µk using (2.21).
3. Evaluate M = mean(µT , . . . ,µL) and σ = std(µT , . . . ,µL).
4. Evaluate (2.15) and then (4.11) for the current time point, k.
5. If c given by (4.11) exists, then declare c as change point.
6. Otherwise, declare no-change event.
The response, µk, of the filter given in (2.17), to the vegetation index signal W = [Y1,Y2, . . . , Yk]
at time k with W [n] = Yn for all n = 1,2, . . . , k, can be derived by
µk = (W ?H)[k], (2.19)
where
(W ?H)[k] =
∞
∑
r=−∞
H[r]W [k− r+1], (2.20)
and ? is convolution operator. Since, we are using an FIR filter, we can re-write (2.20) as
µk =
T
∑
r=1
H[r]W [k− r+1]. (2.21)
The idea here is that the response µk of the FIR filter in (2.16), to the vegetation index
signal W , will remain consistent and maintain some distribution, as long as k 6 L, where
L is the length of the known stationary part. Once k enters the non-stationary part, µk
will start deviating from its distribution in the stationary part and will lose its consistency,
which can be detected using (4.11) and (2.15). Since µk is approximation of the trend
component of the vegetation index signal and should have no effects of the seasonal cycles
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of the vegetation index signal, the value of T should be multiple of length of the cycle. We
have used T = 46, which is the minimum value we could have because the cycle length in
our data is 46. Values of T greater than 46 can also be used but it will bring delays in the
detection process. Algorithm 2.2, here referred to as MABCD (Moving Average Based
Change Detection), summarizes the main steps for using this method in online mode.
2.3.3 Near-real Time Disturbance Detection in MODIS Data
(Method 3)
Recently, a method that deals with the problem of near-real time disturbance detection in
MODIS time-series data, henceforth labeled as “Method 3” or “MOSUM-based method”,
was published in [32]. This method used least squares to fit a season-trend model to the
reference/history part of the 16-day MODIS NDVI time-series, and derive its parameters.
This model, with the derived parameters, is then used to estimate the NDVI values in
the monitoring period. The difference sequence between the estimated values and the
real observations is then used to derive MOSUM (MOving SUM) statistics. The change
alarm is raised if the MOSUM statistic at the time-point under consideration falls outside
the 95% boundary of the distribution derived from MOSUM statistics corresponding to
the reference/history part of the time-series.
2.3.4 Experimental Setup I
Validation of multi-temporal change detection methods is often a hard task due to the
lack of independent reference sources of potential changes [31]. After personal commu-
nication with the authorities [62–64], we came to know that the aerial surveys and the
year-wise maps showing regions of infestations were not exact and could have offsets
from the exact locations of the infestations. Furthermore, we could only know the period
of no infestation but not when exactly the infestation occurred. The objective of this ex-
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perimental setup was to generate a dataset of simulated time-series with noise from the
real world dataset, in which we could introduce the changes of desired intensity at desired
time-points, in order to check the sensitivity and detection delay of the proposed meth-
ods. The time-series were simulated following the similar procedure as used in [30–32].
However, the noise used in this experiment was derived from the real world RGI dataset.
First, the model given in (2.1) was fitted to each time-series in the real world RGI dataset
and the error sequence for each time-series of the dataset was found by
εk = Yk− (µk +αkcos(ωk+φk)). (2.22)
Then, εk found for all the time-series in the dataset were combined together to form an ar-
ray Q, of length q, containing all the error values of the real world RGI dataset. Secondly,
the seasonal component of each cycle of the time-series was generated by an asymmetric
Gaussian function [30], given by
g(l)≡ g(l;a,b,ρ1,ρ2) = a×

exp
[
− (l−b)2ρ1
]
, if l > b
exp
[
− (b−l)2ρ2
]
, if l < b,
(2.23)
where a, b are the amplitude and the position of the maximum or minimum with respect
to the time l, whereas ρ1 and ρ2 determine the width of the left and right hand sides,
respectively. Note that the values of a, b, ρ1 and ρ2 can be selected according to the type
of dataset one wants to simulate. For example, we are using MODIS 8-days composite
data which means cycle length of 46 time-points, we used a = 0.7, b = 23+ bl/46c×46
and ρ1 = ρ2 = 100 in (2.23), in order to mimic the seasonal component of cycle length of
46 time-points and make the first cycle centered on l = 23, second on l = 23+ 46 = 69
and so on. Since, our methods do not depend upon the absolute values of trend and
seasonal cycle amplitude, and look for changes in a parameter time-series, by comparing
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the current parameter value with the distribution of the parameter values during the history
(normal) period, the value of a can be selected arbitrarily within a realistic range of the
vegetation index being simulated. The simulated time-series was then generated by
S(l) = g(l)+ψ(l)+Q[ϑl] (2.24)
where Q[·] is the noise/error value at position (·) of the noise/error array Q and ϑl is an
integer random number drawn from a uniform distribution at time l, such that 1≤ ϑl ≤ q.
The second term in the right hand side of (2.24), ψ(l), is the simulated change introduced
in the time-series, and can be given by
ψ(l) =

[
(1)
bl/ρc− (0)bl/ρc
]
× ς × (l−ρ) if l ≤ ξ
ψ(ξ ) if l > ξ ,
(2.25)
where ς , ρ , and ξ are the slope, start point and end point of the introduced change, re-
spectively. The values of these parameters can be set by the user, depending upon the de-
sired intensity and length of the change. For generating time-series without any changes
(no-change examples), the ψ(l) term in (2.24) was made zero. Note that it is a challeng-
ing task to simulate a remotely sensed time-series with combined information on vegeta-
tion phenology, inter-annual variability, disturbance events and signal contamination [31].
Therefore, testing these methods on real world remotely sensed data is necessary.
2.3.5 Experimental Setup II
The objective of this experimental setup was to test the performance and robustness of
both the methods against different magnitudes of the signal noise. The time-series were
generated following the procedure explained in Section 2.3.4, except the noise used in
(2.24). The modified equation (2.24), used for generating change and no-change examples
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Figure 2.2: Simulated time-series containing gradual change at l = 301, generated by
experimental setup II, using σnoise = 0.08, a = 0.6, b = 23+ bl/46c× 46, ρ1 = ρ2 =
100, ς = 0.002, ρ = 301, and ξ = 400.
in this simulation experiment, is given by
S(l) = g(l)+ψ(l)+νl (2.26)
where νl is the noise value drawn randomly from a normal distribution, N(0, σnoise).
All the other equations given in Section 2.3.4 were used unchanged. An example of
a simulated time-series generated by experimental setup II with σnoise=0.08, containing
gradual change of slope 0.002 at l = 301, is shown in Figure 2.2.
2.3.6 Beetle Infestation Data
We prepared the datasets consisting of 355 pixels which were infested after 2005 and 355
which were never infested until the end of 2011. These pixels were taken from the Rocky
Mountain region (Colorado), Inter-mountain Region (Utah) in the United States and the
northern parts of British Columbia, Canada. First the government survey maps from forest
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Table 2.1: Different vegetation indices (VI) used in this study, and the associated
formulas.
VI NDVI GNDVI WDRVI NDII6 NDII7 SR ISR6 ISR7 RGI NDWI
Formula B2−B1B1+B2
B2−B4
B4+B2
(α+1)NDV I+(α−1)
(α−1)NDV I+(α+1)
B2−B6
B4+B6
B2−B7
B4+B7
B1
B2
B6
B2
B7
B2
B1
B4
B2−B5
B2+B5
health services [62–64] were used as references to identify the regions on the Google
Earth, which were infested after 2005 and those with no infestations ever recorded. Then
the geographical coordinates of the desired regions were recorded after visual verification
on Google Earth. These coordinates were then used in an online tool, MODLAND Tile
Calculator [65], to find their respective MODIS horizontal and vertical tile numbers in the
MODIS sinusoidal grid. One MODIS image of 500m spatial resolution was downloaded
for each of the relevant tiles. These MODIS images were used in ENVI (version 5) in
order to find out the pixel coordinates of the selected regions within the respective MODIS
tile, using their recorded geographical coordinates. Then, the time-series datasets of the
selected pixels were prepared from the MODIS product MCD43A4.005 using different
vegetation indices, as shown in the Table 2.1.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Results for Simulation Experiment 1
In simulation experiment 1, 550 change and 550 no-change examples were generated
following the process explained in Section 2.3.4. The seasonal cycles were generated
using asymmetric Gaussian function, the change was introduced by adding a ramp of
slope 0.001 (ς = 0.001 in (2.25)) to the signals at various positions, and the noise in-
troduced into the signal was drawn randomly from the noise distribution of the real RGI
dataset. Both the methods were analyzed and compared on the simulated dataset, using
different thresholds. The detailed comparison has been plotted in Figure 2.3. Table 2.2
shows a comparison between the accuracies and the corresponding mean detection delays
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Table 2.2: Experimental Setup 1: Performance comparison of Method 1 and Method 2
on simulated data with noise from RGI dataset, at acceptable accuracy and mean delay
in detections. Method 1= Model-based method, Method 2= FIR-based method, TP =
True Positive, TN = True Negative, Acc. = Overall Accuracy, MD = Mean Delay in
detections, δ = mean size of change detected and λ = threshold value.
Method TP (%) TN (%) Acc. (%) MD δ λ
1 93.09 86.90 90 54.4 0.054 3.76
2 92.90 87.09 90 54.4 0.054 3.82
achieved by both the methods. For the same overall accuracies, both the methods have the
same mean detection delays and the corresponding sizes of the detected changes. Table
2.3 compares the maximum accuracies achieved by both the methods, their corresponding
mean delays at these accuracies and the change sizes detected by them. Both the meth-
ods show almost equal performance indices at the same maximum accuracies. Both of
them utilize full temporal resolution of the signal, which is why the changes have been
detected very shortly after time of occurrence. Note that the mean delay (MD) values
of 54.4 and 66 should not be taken as absolute delays here because the slope of the in-
troduced changes is very small (1× 10−3). A delay of 54 points means, the change is
detected when its magnitude is 1× 10−3× 54 = 0.054. It is clear from the Tables (2.2
and 2.3) that both the methods can detect changes with high accuracy, TP and TN. Al-
though, both the methods achieve similar performance on simulated data with noise from
the real dataset, comparison of these methods on real world dataset is also required. The
real world datasets involve much more complex phenomena, and changes are not defined
as clearly as in the simulated dataset. The results here encourage us to consider both the
methods for testing with the real world datasets (see Section 2.4.3).
2.4.2 Results for Simulation Experiment 2
In simulation experiment 2, each time-series was generated in exactly the same way as
mentioned in Section 2.3.5. We generated 20 datasets for 20 different values of noise
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Table 2.3: Experimental Setup 1: Performance comparison of Method 1 and Method 2 on
simulated data with noise from RGI dataset, at maximum accuracy. Method 1= Model-
based method, Method 2= FIR-based method, TP = True Positive, TN = True Negative,
Acc. = Overall Accuracy, MD = Mean Delay in detections, δ = mean size of change
detected and λ = threshold value.
Method TP (%) TN (%) Acc. (%) MD δ λ
1 99.45 98.72 99.1 66.1 0.066 5.52
2 99.63 98.54 99.1 65.35 0.065 5.56
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between performances of model-based and moving average
change detection methods with different thresholds, on simulated data with noise from
real RGI dataset. Threshold vs. Accuracy (plotted on left vertical and bottom horizontal
axes). Threshold vs. mean detection delay (plotted on right vertical and top horizontal
axes).
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standard deviation σnoise, starting from σnoise = 0.01 to as high as σnoise = 0.2. Each
dataset contained 300 change and 300 no-change examples, with known positions of the
introduced gradual changes and their slopes (ς = 0.001 in (2.25)). This analysis was
meant to test the sensitivity and robustness of both the methods, against different mag-
nitudes of noise. A detail comparison between performances of both the methods, for
simulated datasets of different noise standard deviations (σnoise), is plotted in Figure 2.4.
The accuracy of the model-based method is higher than the FIR-based method for noise
with σnoise ≤ 0.7. Both the accuracy curves overlap each other and do not drop much for
higher values of σnoise. Both the methods achieve high accuracies (above 90%) even when
the introduced noise is as big as of standard deviation of 0.2. However, the mean detection
delay and the size of the detected change have increased with the increase in σnoise. This
is because in case of high values of noise, the change needs to be significant in order to
get detected. Performances of both the methods are the same in most of the cases. Both
can detect a change of magnitude 0.122 (slope× delay=0.001 ×122) with nearly 95%
accuracy, when the noise in the original time-series is as big as of the standard deviation
of 0.2.
2.4.3 Results for Real Datasets
We applied both the methods on different vegetation index datasets of the real 355 change
and 355 no-change examples. Table 2.4 shows the comparison between the accuracies,
and the corresponding mean detection delays, achieved by both the change detection
methods, for different vegetation indices. The model-based method detected the changes
much faster than the FIR-based method for similar or more accuracy. This difference in
the performance can be attributed to the fact that the moving average FIR filter is more
sensitive to noise of the original vegetation index signal and hence, detects the change
only when it becomes significant enough. However, in case of model-based method, the
effect of noise of the original signal is not translated fully into the µk parameter time-series
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between performances of model-based and moving average
change detection methods, on simulated data with different magnitudes of noise from
normal distributions. Noise standard deviation (σnoise) vs. Accuracy (plotted on left
vertical and bottom horizontal axes). Noise standard deviation (σnoise) vs. Mean De-
tection Delay (plotted on right vertical and top horizontal axes).
because some of it is absorbed by the αk parameter as well.
A comparison between the performance indices of the model-based method on different
vegetation indices can be observed in the left half of the Table 2.4. Comparison between
the first four and rest of the rows in the left half of the table shows that the ratio-indices
i.e. RGI, SR, ISR6 and ISR7, detect the changes much faster than the difference-indices
i.e. NDVI, NDWI, WDRVI, GNDVI, NDII6 and NDII7, with the same accuracies. Fig-
ure 2.5 shows a detailed comparison between the accuracies and the corresponding mean
detection delays for the four ratio-indices at different threshold values. At start, the ac-
curacy curves of ISR6 and ISR7 are slightly higher than the curves for SR and RGI. But,
this difference is not big and becomes very small at the threshold value λ = 4. However,
the corresponding curves for mean detection delays have significant difference at every
point. The mean detection delay curve for RGI is significantly lower than the curves for
the rest of the indices.
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Table 2.4: Comparison between performances of Model-based method (method 1) and
FIR-based method (Method 2), on real datasets of different indices, in terms of corre-
sponding mean delays in detections, at acceptable accuracies. TP = True Positive, TN
= True Negative, Acc. = Overall Accuracy, MD = Mean Delay in detections, and λ =
threshold value.
Vegetation Index
Method 1 Method 2
TP (%) TN (%) Acc. (%) MD λ TP (%) TN (%) Acc. (%) MD λ
RGI 92.7 83.5 88.1 67.0 3.58 91.3 85.0 88.2 86.2 2.38
SR 98.9 77.5 88.1 73.0 2.94 96.0 80.0 88.0 88.0 1.92
ISR6 92.5 83.5 88.0 71.0 2.40 82.6 93.4 88.0 102.7 3.14
ISR7 94.7 81.5 88.0 72.4 2.20 85.4 90.5 87.9 102.5 2.66
NDVI 97.8 78.5 88.2 82.9 3.50 95.8 80.0 87.9 86.5 1.94
NDWI 83.1 71.0 77.1 94.1 3.12 64.51 63.5 64.0 103.1 2.00
WDRVI 96.6 79.5 88.1 85.5 4.38 97.7 77.5 87.6 90.0 2.18
GNDVI 94.7 81.5 88.1 106.5 3.62 94.64 81.0 87.8 107.8 2.16
NDII6 89.6 86.5 88.1 86.0 3.14 82.0 93.5 87.7 110.8 3.36
NDII7 93.8 82.5 88.2 85.6 2.46 85.1 90.5 87.8 103.7 2.82
The best choice of vegetation index to be used for change detection depends upon the
user’s preference guided by the trade-off between the detection accuracy and the detection
delay. If real time detection is not crucial, then ISR6 can be used to achieve the best
detection accuracy (see Figure 2.5). However, the RGI provides the best trade-off between
the accuracy and the detection delay (see Figure 2.5). The detection delay can be reduced
considerably at the expense of a very slight decrease in the accuracy by using RGI.
2.4.4 Results for Different Window Sizes Using Model-Based
Method
The size, T , of the sliding window used in model-based change detection method should
be selected carefully. Too small, a window size, will give low accuracy and higher delays
in the detection. Too big window sizes will achieve better accuracies but delayed detec-
tions. This has been shown in the Figure 2.6. The accuracy of detection increases rapidly
with the increase in the window sizes until it reaches its maximum at the size of 40. Af-
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Figure 2.5: Performance of model-based change detection method for different vegeta-
tion index datasets, at different thresholds. Threshold vs. Accuracy (Top) and Thresh-
old vs. mean detection delay (Bottom).
ter 40 the accuracy remains almost constant with slight variations, and start decreasing
slowly after the size becomes greater than 80. The mean detection delay falls rapidly with
increase in the window size, until it reaches its lowest value at 46 and starts increasing
again slowly. The low accuracies and higher detection delays for smaller sized windows
are because the model-fitting is not optimal. This also makes the method more prone to
the noise in the original time-series, which makes it difficult to detect the changes quickly
and accurately. The window sizes between 46 and 80 achieve high accuracies. However,
the method becomes less sensitive to the changes and takes longer to detect them, with
increasing window sizes. Figure 2.6 shows that the window size equal to seasonal cycle
length (46 in our case, shown by the arrows in the figure) provides optimal trade-off be-
tween the accuracy and the mean detection delay. This can be attributed to the fact that a
window of size 46 covers exactly one cycle of the time-series, caters for all the seasonal
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Figure 2.6: Performance of model-based change detection method with different window
sizes. Window-sizes vs. Accuracy, TP and TN (plotted on left vertical and bottom
horizontal axes) and Window-sizes vs. mean detection delay (plotted on right vertical
and top horizontal axes). Arrows highlighting the performance with optimal window
size.
variations, and makes the model-fitting optimal.
2.4.5 Cross Validation Results of the Model-Based Method
The threshold used in model-based method can be tuned according to the users require-
ment whether fast detection is crucial or only high accuracy is required. To ensure the
robustness of the selected threshold for test data, we cross-validated the threshold selec-
tion on RGI dataset. In every experiment, we selected the thresholds corresponding to the
points where TP and TN were the closest and TP was greater than the TN.
Table 2.5 shows the results of cross-validations using 90%, 50% and 25% of the dataset as
training sets, and 10 %, 50% and 75% of the dataset as the respective test sets. The table
has 3 major parts. Right half of the first two rows in each part provides a comparison be-
tween the mean performance indices (TP, TN, Acc. and MD) of the training and test sets
after 10 runs, whereas the right half provides a comparison between the corresponding
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Table 2.5: Results of three cross-validations of Method 1, on the RGI dataset. In the three
experiments, 10%, 50% and 75% of the dataset were used as test sets, and 90%, 50%
and 25% of the dataset were used as training sets, respectively. TP = True Positive,
TN = True Negative, Acc. = Overall Accuracy, MD = Mean Detection Delay, and λ =
threshold value.
S.No. Data
Mean (10 runs) Standard Deviation (10 runs)
% of the Dataset
TP (%) TN (%) Acc. (%) MD TP (%) TN (%) Acc. (%) MD
1
Training 89.8 89.3 89.5 73.0 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.40 90
Test 89.5 89.5 89.5 72.8 1.80 2.50 1.25 0.94 10
λ 4.22 0.04 NA
2
Training 89.7 89.1 89.4 73.1 0.25 0.29 0.26 1.10 50
Test 89.5 89.4 89.4 73.6 0.90 1.50 0.41 1.04 50
λ 4.22 0.13 NA
3
Training 90.3 89.3 89.8 72.2 0.74 0.73 0.26 0.92 25
Test 89.8 88.6 89.2 72.6 0.75 1.34 0.49 1.25 75
λ 4.18 0.13 NA
standard deviations. The third row in each part of the table gives the mean and standard
deviation of the thresholds selected in the 10 runs of the respective cross-validation exper-
iment. The last column of the table shows the percentages of the original dataset which
were used as training or test sets in each of the cross-validation experiments. The results
in the table show that the corresponding mean performance indices are close to each other
for training and test sets. The standard deviations of the performance indices of the train-
ing set are smaller than those of the test set, which is expected in any cross-validation
experiment. The standard deviations of the performance indices in all the three cross-
validation experiments are not very big. Furthermore, the corresponding mean values of
the performance indices across all the three cross-validation experiments are very close.
These facts indicate that the selected thresholds for RGI dataset are robust for test data.
2.4.6 Comparison Between Method 1 and Method 3
We showed above that the method 1 (model-based method) performs better than the
method 2 (FIR filter-based method) for near-real time detection of changes in MODIS
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time series data. For further performance evaluation of method 1, we compared it with
a recently published method for near-real time disturbance detection in MODIS 16-day
data (method 3) [32], briefly explained in Section 2.3.3, on both simulated as well as real
world datasets. The results are explained as follows.
First we compared the results of method 1 and method 3 on the dataset generated by
experimental setup II, which is similar to the one also used in [32]. The comparisons
between the accuracies and the mean detection delays achieved by both the methods have
been shown in Figure 2.7. It can be noticed that method 1 is more robust to noise than
method 3, and achieves better accuracies with lower mean detection delays at almost all
the noise levels.
The performances of both the methods were also compared on different real world vege-
tation index datasets. The comparison of best trade-offs between accuracies and detection
delays, achieved by both the methods for different vegetation index datasets, is shown in
Table 2.6. By comparing the columns in the left half of the table with the corresponding
columns in the right half of the table, it can be noticed that method 1 achieved higher
TP and TN with lower mean detection delays than method 3, for all the vegetation index
datasets. Please note that due to the lack of information about the actual change time-
points, the mean detection delays were calculated from a fixed time-point (end of year
2005, L=230), till which, we knew that there had been no infestation reported. There-
fore, the high values of mean detection delays should not create any confusion as they are
meant solely for comparison purpose and should not be taken in absolute sense.
These results revealed that detecting changes in the parameter time-series, derived by
fitting a triply modulated cosine model over a moving window, performs better than de-
tecting changes in the noise time-series formed by difference between the observations
and predicted vegetation index values. This can be attributed to the fact that the least
square fitting, of the model over a sliding window, reduces the effect of noise and the
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Figure 2.7: Comparison between performances of model-based (Method 1) and
MOSUM-based (Method 3) change detection methods, on simulated data with differ-
ent magnitudes of noise from normal distributions. Noise standard deviation (σnoise)
vs. Accuracy (plotted on left vertical and bottom horizontal axes) and Noise standard
deviation (σnoise) vs. mean detection delay (plotted on right vertical and top horizontal
axes).
derived trend parameter provides clear separation/shift between the stationarity and non-
stationarities. On the other hand, the noise sequence or the difference sequence between
the model and the real observations, has variations of wider span, and as a result the range
of noise values from the stationary part can overlap the range of noise values from the
non-stationary part. This makes it harder to detect the changes early.
2.5 Conclusions
We proposed two methods for near-real time detection of beetle infestation in pine forests
using MODIS 8-days 500m data. Although some methods for change detection do exist in
literature [10, 21, 22, 27, 29, 49], there are currently no methods, specifically for near-real
time detection of beetle infestation, which utilize full temporal resolution of MODIS 8-
days 500m data. The proposed methods were tested on simulated data, data with different
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Table 2.6: Comparison between performances of Model-based method (Method 1) and
MOSUM-based method (Method 3), on real datasets of different indices, in terms of
corresponding mean delays in detections, at acceptable accuracies. TP = True Positive,
TN = True Negative, Acc. = Overall Accuracy, MD = Mean Delay in detections, and λ
= threshold value.
Vegetation Index
Method 1 Method 3
TP (%) TN (%) Acc. (%) MD λ TP (%) TN (%) Acc. (%) MD λ
RGI 92.7 83.5 88.1 67.0 3.58 86.2 64.5 75.4 96.0 4.50
SR 98.9 77.5 88.1 73.0 2.94 91.7 64.5 78.6 103.0 3.60
ISR6 92.5 83.5 88.0 71.0 2.40 75.8 73.0 74.4 88.5 2.20
ISR7 94.7 81.5 88.0 72.4 2.20 77.2 76.5 76.8 106.5 2.34
NDVI 97.8 78.5 88.2 82.9 3.50 92.4 63.5 77.9 110.4 4.00
NDII6 89.6 86.5 88.1 86.0 3.14 77.5 68.5 73.0 83.1 2.14
NDII7 93.8 82.5 88.2 85.6 2.46 75.8 75.6 75.6 99.8 2.14
noise levels, and real world dataset. The results suggest that both the methods achieve
high detection accuracy with high true positive and true negative rates. However, the
model-based method detects changes faster and suits the detection of beetle infestation
in near-real time. So, if near-real time detection is not required, these findings suggest
using finite impulse response filter-based (moving average) method because it is easier
to implement, and computationally simpler. The results also show that the model-based
method detects changes quicker with the ratio-indices than with the difference- indices.
Among the ratio-indices, RGI provides the best trade-off between detection accuracy and
detection delay, for the study region under consideration. A window size equal to the
length of the cycle of the vegetation index signal gives optimal performance in the model-
based method. The cross-validation results show that the threshold selection is robust
and performs accurately on test data. The comparison with an existing near-real time
disturbance detection technique showed that detecting change in the parameter time-series
is more accurate and faster than detecting it in the noise time-series derived from the
difference between the modeled values and real observations.
These findings suggest that MODIS 8-days composite 500m data suits the detection of
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beetle infestation. The utilization of full temporal resolution of this MODIS product
allows us to detect beetle infestation in near-real time, which is an advantage of such high
temporal resolution data. Also, detecting changes in trend parameter time-series suits
beetle infestation detection problem. Since, the method is purely of statistical nature, it
may detect other types of changes, which affect the statistics of the parameter time-series,
as well. Nevertheless, it can serve as an initial alarm system to flag the areas with high
probability of having unsual activity (change), which can then be inspected more closely
by the concerned authorities. Although, the results achieved for North American beetle
infestation are impressive and encouraging, we recommend testing these methods and
MODIS 8-days 500m data in other regions as well.
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3 A Statistical Framework for
Near-Real Time Detection of
Beetle Infestation in Pine Forests
Using MODIS Data1
Overview
Beetle infestations have caused significant damage to the pine forest in North America.
Early detection of beetle infestation in near-real time is crucial, in order to take appropriate
steps to control the damage. In this letter, we consider near-real time detection of beetle
infestation in North American pine forests using high temporal resolution, coarse spatial
resolution MODIS (8-days 500m) satellite data. We show that the parameter sequence of
a stationary vegetation index time-series, derived by fitting an underlying triply modulated
cosine model over a sliding window using Nonlinear Least Squares (NLS), resembles a
martingale sequence. The advantage of such properties of the parameter sequence is that
standard martingale central limit (MCLT) theorem and well-known Gaussian distribution
1This chapter has been published as a journal article in IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Letters
(IEEE GRSL).
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statistics can be used effectively to detect any non-stationarity in the vegetation index
time-series with high accuracy. The proposed method exploits these properties of the
parameter time-series , and hence does not require threshold tuning. The threshold is
selected based on well-documented procedure of z-value selection from table of Gaussian
distribution, depending upon the percentage of the distribution considered as outlier. The
proposed framework is tested on different vegetation index datasets derived from MODIS
8-days 500 m image time-series of beetle infestations of North America. The results
show that the proposed framework can detect non-stationarities in the vegetation index
time-series accurately, and performs the best on Red Green Index (RGI).
3.1 Introduction
Change in vegetation occurs due to both the natural and human activities [1]. Automated
land cover change detection using remotely sensed data is a topic of ongoing research
[2–14]. Supervised change detection methods are attractive but the availability of ground
truth data can be an issue in many practical cases [8, 14], hence unsupervised methods are
popular [7]. In some change detection problems historical data is available which gives
information about the normal or no-change class/behavior but, no information is available
about the change class. In such cases, semi-supervised methods can be utilized. Semi-
supervised methods based on statistical models may provide solutions for such problems.
Of specific interest in this letter is the detection of gradual change in forests due to in-
sect infestation, specifically the North American beetle. The North American beetle has
caused significant damage to the pine forests over the past few decades [4]. Therefore,
early and reliable detection of the beetle infestation is important.
Martingale theory and MCLT [15, 16] are well known in the fields of statistics. Many
studies in different fields e.g. [17] have utilized martingale theory in change detection,
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but to the best of our knowledge, it has not yet been investigated by the remote sensing
community, specifically in land cover change detection. The advantage of using mar-
tingale theory and MCLT in change detection framework is that the threshold selection
becomes an easy task and does not need tuning based on validation sets, which is desirable
in any change detection framework because optimal threshold selection is always a prob-
lem. The threshold can be selected through a standard and well documented procedure of
z-value selection from the table of Gaussian distribution [18].
Significant amount of prior work on detection of beetle infestation exists in the literature.
Most of the existing methods utilize either high resolution (≤10m spatial resolution) [9,
10] or moderate resolution (>10m and <30m spatial resolution) sensor data [3, 4]. These
are not available at regular intervals of time, hence many methods use either single-date or
a few images per year for analysis. This may lead to erroneous results because the same
forest patch may appear very different at different time points in its phenological cycle.
Therefore, the temporal resolution of the data should be high enough to differentiate real
change events from the natural phenological cycles [5, 7]. MODIS provides high temporal
and coarse spatial resolution data, serving the need of change detection at this analysis
scale. Several studies have reported impressive results for land cover change detection
using MODIS data [2, 5, 7]. Some studies have used MODIS data for detection of insect-
induced tree/forest mortality [12, 13], but these studies have not utilized its full temporal
resolution.
In this letter, we investigate and design a change detection framework based on martin-
gale theory and MCLT. We utilize full temporal resolution of MODIS 8-days 500 m time-
series data in this change detection framework to detect beetle infestation in pine forest.
Therefore, use of an underlying triply modulated cosine function [6] is made to model
the vegetation index time-series by fitting it over a sliding window using Nonlinear Least
Squares (NLS). It is shown that the µt parameter of the triply modulated cosine function
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resembles a martingale in properties. A statistical framework based on MCLT [15] is pro-
posed for detecting non-stationarity (beetle infestation) in the parameter time-series. The
threshold is selected by a well-known and well documented procedure [18] of deriving
a z-value from the Gaussian distribution without any tuning. The proposed change de-
tection framework is tested on different vegetation indices calculated from MODIS 8-day
500 m dataset of change and no-change examples taken from two study regions in North
America (British Columbia and Colorado). These vegetation indices are: Normalized Dif-
ference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [19], Normalized Difference Infrared Index 6 (NDII6)
[12], Normalized Difference Infrared Index 7 (NDII7) [12], Wide Dynamic Range Vege-
tation Index (WDRVI) [20], Infrared Simple Ratio 6 (ISR6) [11], Infrared Simple Ratio 7
(ISR7) [11] and Red Green Index (RGI) [9]. We also test the proposed change detection
framework on simulated data with different magnitudes of noise, in order to analyze its
robustness.
This letter is organized as follows. Section (3.2) explains the background theory and
proposed methodology. Section (3.3) presents the results and discussions, and the last
section concludes this letter.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Martingale Theory
Let Xt be a value of a sequence at time t and can be written as
Xt = Xt−1+ rt , for all t > 0. (3.1)
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Let Xt−1= [X0, X1, . . . , Xt−1] be a vector of all the previous values at time t. If
E[Xt | Xt−1] = Xt−1, (3.2)
or
E [(Xt−Xt−1) | Xt−1] = 0, . (3.3)
where E[(·) |Xt−1] is expected value of (·) given all the observations upto time point t−1,
then Xt is a martingale sequence [15, 16]. This means that for a martingale, the difference
sequence (random jump from Xt−1 to Xt) rt = Xt −Xt−1 is a zero-mean Independent and
Identically Distributed (iid) Random Variable (RV) i.e. E[rt | Xt−1] = 0 [15, 16].
3.2.2 Martingale Central Limit Theorem (MCLT)
If Xt in (5.3) is a martingale then the MCLT [15, 16] states:
lim
ϑ→∞
Xτϑ√
ϑ
∼N(0,1) (3.4)
where N(0,1) represents Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. For
a very large value of quantity ϑ (ϑ → ∞), the time point τϑ in (5.14) is given by
τϑ = min
{
t :
t
∑
i=1
σ2i ≥ ϑ
}
. (3.5)
The σ2i in (5.15) is given by
σ2i = E
[
(Xi−Xi−1)2 | Xi−1
]
. (3.6)
In case rt , for all 1 ≤ t ≤ N, belong to the same distribution with variance σ2 = σ21 =
σ22 . . . = σ
2
N , then the summation in (5.15) becomes ∑
t
i=1σ2i = tσ2. The inequality in
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(5.15) is then satisfied at any time t by ϑ = tσ2, and (5.14) can be rewritten as
lim
t→∞
Xt√
tσ
∼N(0,1). (3.7)
It can be shown that (5.16) is equivalent to applying central limit theorem [18] on the
difference sequence, rt . In practical cases it is not realistic to know about the distribution
or its population standard deviation (σ ) and get to an infinitely large t. Therefore, sample
standard deviation σˆ and a sufficiently large value of t are used in practice. The literature
suggests that using t ≥100 yields reliable results [18], which in case of MODIS 8-day
data equals slightly above 2 years.
3.2.3 Change Detection Using Martingale Theory and MCLT
The NDVI time-series, Vt , can be modeled using a seasonal-trend model (triply modulate
cosine function) [6, 7] as:
Vt = µt +αt cos(2pi f t+φt)+ εt (3.8)
where µt , αt , φt and εt are time varying mean, amplitude, phase and noise values, respec-
tively, and f = 1T is the seasonal frequency with time period (cycle length) T. Let εt is a
zero-mean i.i.d random variable with standard deviation σt = σ for all t = 1,2, . . . ,N. If
we take a sliding window of size T and apply a linear operator Φ on it, such that:
dt =Φ([Vt−T+1,Vt−T+2, . . . ,Vt ]) =
t
∑
i=t−T+1
Φ(Vi), (3.9)
for all T ≤ t ≤ N and
Φ(0) = 0, (3.10)
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Figure 3.1: Normalized auto-correlation plot of the difference sequence of µt parame-
ter sequence, derived from a real-world vegetation index time-series using NLS (top).
Normalized auto-correlation plot of the difference sequence of a computer generated
genuine martingale sequence (bottom). The horizontal axes represent the amount of
shift in the sequence against itself.
then
dt−dt−1 =
(
∑t−1i=t−T+1Φ(Vi)+Φ(Vt)
)−(
Φ(Vt−T )+∑t−1i=t−T+1Φ(Vi)
)
,
(3.11)
=⇒ dt−dt−1 =Φ(Vt)−Φ(Vt−T ). (3.12)
Let dt−1 = [d1, d2, . . . , dt−1], then the conditional expectation of dt −dt−1 can be written
as:
E[(dt−dt−1)|dt−1] =
Φ(E[Vt ]|dt−1)−
Φ(E[Vt−T ]|dt−1),
(3.13)
=⇒ E[(dt−dt−1)|dt−1] =Φ(E[Vt−Vt−T ]|dt−1). (3.14)
For a perfectly stationary and noise-free time-series with periodicity T of the seasonal
cycle, the values exactly T points (one-period) apart are equal i.e. µt +αt cos(2pi f t +
φt) = µt−T +αt−T cos(2pi f (t−T )+φt−T ). So, in case of noisy stationary time-series,
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the difference, between the two points exactly one time-period apart, reduces down to the
difference between the two noise values. Then (3.14) can be written as
E[(dt−dt−1)|dt−1] =Φ(E[εt |dt−1]−E[εt−T |dt−1]), (3.15)
=⇒ E[(dt−dt−1)|dt−1] = 0, (3.16)
as εt is a zero-mean iid random variable.
=⇒ E[dt |dt−1] = E[dt−1|dt−1], (3.17)
=⇒ E[dt |dt−1] = dt−1. (3.18)
By recalling definition of a martingale (5.8 and 5.9), (3.16) and (3.18) suggest that dt
resembles a martingale sequence.
The above mathematical treatment suggests that dt derived from a perfectly stationary
seasonal-trend time-series satisfies (5.16) and hence the MCLT. The hypothesis here is
that any non-stationarity in the time-series violates (3.16) and (3.18), and dt will no longer
remain close to a martingale sequence. The non-stationarity changes the statistics of the
dt , which will make it violate (5.16). This can be detected by using Gaussian distribution
z-statistic. For testing this hypothesis, first the test statistic ct is calculated according to
MCLT as
ct =| dt√tσˆ | ∀t ≥ T (3.19)
where σˆ is the sample standard deviation of the difference sequence [(di− di−1) : i =
T,T +1, . . . t]. Then, the change alarm can be formulated as:
at =

1 if ct ≥ λ
0 otherwise
(3.20)
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Figure 3.2: Distributions of test statistics ct calculated according to MCLT using (3.19)
from stationary time-series of 7 different vegetation indices (top). Combined dis-
tributions of all the ct values calculated from all the vegetation index time-series,
mean=0.0012, standard deviation = 0.983 (bottom).
where λ is the threshold. Initially it is assumed that the current value of dt is coming from
a stationary part, and ct , for sufficiently large t, belongs to N(0,1). This assumption is
tested in (3.20) by comparing ct with the threshold λ . The threshold λ corresponds to
the boundary of the Gaussian distribution, beyond which, all the values are considered as
outliers and representing non-stationarity. Therefore, the alarm at is raised for the values
of time-series, for which ct lies beyond λ . The value of λ can be selected from the table
of Gaussian distribution, through a very well known and straight forward procedure [18].
3.2.4 Beetle Infestation Detection
The above framework can be used for detecting beetle infestation in vegetation index
time-series. From [3] and [21], we know that the type of change induced by the bee-
tle infestation affects the trend component of the vegetation index time-series. There-
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fore, µt parameter of (5.17) can be used in detecting such changes. The parameter µt
can be derived by a T -point moving average filter, or by fitting the triply modulated co-
sine model over a sliding window of size T using NLS. It can be shown that µt satisfies
(3.16) and (3.18) well enough and can be used in the above framework for change de-
tection as dt . The goodness of the above change detection framework for µt depends
upon how closely µt sequence resembles a martingale or, in other words, how well µt
satisfies (5.8), (5.9) and (5.14), when derived from a stationary vegetation index time-
series. This can be verified by analyzing the independence of the difference sequence
[(µi− µi−1) : i = T,T + 1, . . . , t] (recall Section 3.2.1) i.e. its auto-correlation. Figure
3.1 shows that auto-correlation plot of the difference sequence of µt (top), derived from
a stationary vegetation index time-series of a pine forest, is close to the auto-correlation
plot of a difference sequence extracted from a genuine martingale (bottom) generated
by the computer according to the theory explained in Section 3.2.1. The figure verifies
that both the difference sequences are nearly i.i.d i.e. virtually no correlation, because
there is a significant difference between the 0th (self correlation/perfect overlap) and the
first correlation values (correlation value when the sequence is shifted by 1 ) in both the
cases. Another way to verify the above arguments is to compute a large number of test
statistics ct from µt of the stationary seasonal-trend time-series using (3.19) and analyze
their distribution. Figure 3.2 (top) shows these distributions for 7 different vegetation
index time-series (1× 105 values each). All the distributions are close to the Gaussian
distribution, and have slight differences from each other, which is expected in case of
real-world data. The combined distribution of these 7 distributions is shown in Figure
3.2 (bottom). Both the figures verify that the µt time-series, derived by fitting the triply
modulated cosine model to a window of size T sliding across a stationary seasonal-trend
vegetation index time-series with time period T , satisfies (5.8), (5.9) and (5.14). There-
fore, the above framework for change detection can be used with confidence for detecting
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Table 3.1: Results of the proposed framework on real-world beetle infestation data for all the
seven indices. TP = True Positives, TN = True Negatives, Acc. = overall Accuracy and MD =
Mean Detection Delay from the reference time point, t = 230.
Vegetation Index TP (%) TN (%) Acc. (%) MD (×8 days)
RGI 88.2 95.0 91.6 70.2
ISR6 82.8 98.0 90.4 111.2
ISR7 87.3 99.0 93.2 109.0
NDVI 78.0 92.0 85.0 90.8
WDRVI 84.2 88.0 86.1 83.22
NDII6 80.3 96.0 88.1 110.5
NDII7 87.3 97.5 92.4 108.6
beetle infestation in the µt time-series derived from the vegetation index time-series of the
pine forests. The slight variations in the distributions plotted in Figure 3.2 can be catered
for by modifying the change alarm in (3.20) as:
at =

1 if ct ≥ λς
0 otherwise,
(3.21)
where ς is the standard deviation of C = [ct : M ≤ t ≤ L, M > T ]. The variable M is
the value of t which can be considered as sufficiently large in (5.16) and (3.19), and L
is the length of the history/reference period which is known to have no changes or non-
stationarities.
3.3 Results and Discussion
We collected 355 change and 355 no-change pixels of MODIS MCD43A4.005 product (8-
day 500 m) from Colorado and British Columbia, North America, and prepared datasets of
different vegetation indices.We tested the proposed change detection framework on these
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datasets. All the examples were taken from the regions where there were no infestations
recorded till the end of year 2005. Therefore, we used length of reference period equal
to 230 i.e. L = 230 in (3.21), which corresponds to 5 years of MODIS 8-day data (2001-
2005). The value of threshold we used in (3.21) was λ = 3, which was selected from
the table of Gaussian distribution, corresponding to the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) value of 99.87%. This means that the values of ct in (3.19) derived from stationary
time-series has probability of only 0.13% to be greater than 3, and is considered as outlier.
This probability increases when the non-stationarity is introduced in the time-series, and
the change alarm is raised. The results of the proposed framework for all the 7 vegetation
indices are summarized in Table 3.1. The general trend in the results is that the vegetation
indices based on band 7 of MODIS (ISR7 and NDII7) achieve better accuracy than the
rest of their counterparts based on other bands. However, the vegetation index (RGI),
which is based on two such bands (Red and Green) which are sensitive to vegetation
dynamics, achieves the fastest detection with the highest probability of detection. The
overall accuracy is the highest in case of ISR7 but, the comparative mean detection delay
from the reference time point, t = 230, is very high. Therefore, RGI suits near-real time
detection the best because it achieves significant improvement in terms of detection delay,
at the expense of only 1.6% (93.2% - 91.6%) of overall accuracy (see Table 3.1). It should
be noted that the Mean Detection Delays (MD) used in this text are calculated from a
common reference point of t = 230 i.e. end of the year 2005, and their units are 8 days.
Although the threshold λ can be selected from table of Gaussian distribution and does
not need tuning, still we tested the proposed change detection framework on RGI dataset
on different threshold values (350 values, from 1 to 8 with step size of 0.02) for analysis.
The results are shown in Figure 3.3. The figure (top) shows that the optimal threshold
lies between 2.8 and 3.4, which correspond to 99.74% and 99.97% CDF values of Gaus-
sian distribution, respectively. By increasing the threshold further, the true positive rate
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Figure 3.3: Results of the proposed framework on RGI beetle infestation data for differ-
ent threshold values. Threshold vs. True Positives (TP %), True Negatives (TN %) and
Accuracy (Acc. %) (top). Threshold vs. Mean Detection Delay from the reference time
point, t = 230 (MD × 8 days) (bottom).
drops down and the detection delay increases. Note that the threshold in the proposed
framework does not depend upon the type of dataset because there is an implicit stan-
dardization of the parameter time-series in (3.19), and every ct value is the candidate of
the same Gaussian distribution, regardless of the vegetation index used. This can be seen
in Figure 3.2 (top) as well, where all the distributions, corresponding to stationary time-
series of different vegetation indices, have near the same distributions. Therefore, the
threshold used here will work for any type of dataset, as long as the time-series satisfy the
conditions of the proposed framework.
In the real world dataset, we are not sure when exactly the infestation occurred, after
t = 230, in any particular time-series. Therefore, we calculated the detection delays from
the same reference point (t = 230) for all the vegetation indices, in order to compare their
performance. To analyze the sensitivity and robustness of the proposed framework against
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Figure 3.4: Results of the proposed framework on simulated dataset with different stan-
dard deviations of noise (σnoise). Noise standard deviation (σnoise) vs Accuracy (Acc.)
(top). Noise standard deviation vs. Mean Detection Delay (MD) (bottom).
different magnitudes of noise, we simulated a dataset of 400 change and 400 no-change
seasonal-trend time-series, each of length 850, with 15 different magnitudes of noise,
following the procedure used in [2]. The change introduced in the change dataset has a
magnitude of 0.3, and its location in every time-series was recorded. The results of the
proposed framework for this dataset are plotted in Figure 3.4. The probability of detection
does not drop much and remains around 99%, while increasing the magnitude (standard
deviation) of the introduced noise. However, the detection delay increases slowly with
the increase in noise. For example, the detection probability remains around 99% even if
the magnitude (standard deviation) of the noise is increased from 0.1 to as high as 0.15,
but the detection delay increases from 7 to 10.
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3.4 Conclusions
We investigated and designed a statistical framework based on martingale theory and
MCLT, for near-real time detection of beetle infestation in pine forests. The proposed
method makes use of well-known martingale theory and MCLT [15, 16] for detecting
non-stationarity (beetle infestation) in near-real time and hence does not need threshold
tuning. The results of the proposed framework suggest the martingale theory and MCLT
can be applied effectively for robust change detection, specifically detection of beetle
infestation, in MODIS 8-day 500 m time-series. The best performance is achieved when
RGI data is used. It is also noted that the triply modulated cosine function, originally
proposed for MODIS NDVI time-series, can be used to effectively model other vegetation
indices as well.
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4 A Relative Density Ratio Based
Framework for Detection of Land
Cover Changes in MODIS NDVI
Time-Series1
Overview
To improve statistical approaches for near real-time land cover change detection in non-
Gaussian time series data, we propose a supervised land cover change detection frame-
work in which a MODIS NDVI time-series is modeled as a triply modulated cosine func-
tion using the Extended Kalman Filter and the trend parameter of the triply modulated
cosine function is used to derive Repeated Sequential Probability Ratio Test (RSPRT)
statistics. The statistics are based on relative density ratios estimated directly from the
training set by a Relative Unconstrained Least Squares Importance Fitting (RULSIF) al-
gorithm, unlike traditional likelihood ratio based test statistics. We test the framework on
simulated, synthetic and real-world beetle infestation data sets, and show that using esti-
1This chapter has been published as a journal article in IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth
Observation and Remote Sensing (IEEE JSTARS).
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mated relative density ratios, instead of assuming the individual density functions to be
Gaussian or approximating them with Gaussian Kernels, in the RSPRT statistics achieves
better performance in terms of accuracy and detection delay. We verify the efficiency of
the proposed approach by comparing its performance with three existing methods on all
the three data sets under consideration in this study. We also propose a simple heuristic
technique that tunes the threshold efficiently in difficult cases of near real-time change
detection, when we need to take three performance indices, namely False Positives, False
Negatives and Mean detection Delay, into account simultaneously.
4.1 Introduction
Land cover change detection research has seen significant recent contributions [1–19].
However, every proposed framework has its limitations on global scale due to particularity
of the task at hand and the circumstances under which it is developed. Hence, no single
framework is optimal in a wide range of scenarios simultaneously. Therefore, an efficient
change detection framework is always in demand for a particular task and circumstances
under consideration. In this study, our main focus is on the changes induced by beetle
infestations in pine forests, which is one of the major causes of land cover changes in
North America [2, 3]. We utilize coarse spatial resolution MODIS data due to its free-of-
cost availability and high temporal resolution.
Many studies have been published which utilize coarse spatial resolution data in address-
ing land cover change detection [10–18, 20]. Some of these studies propose methods
which are not designed for detecting changes sequentially in near real-time [11, 12, 15, 17,
18, 20]. In order to be able to mitigate the factors which are causing unwanted changes,
early detection is crucial [10, 14, 16]. Therefore, considerable importance has been given
to statistical approaches for near real-time land cover change detection over the recent
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past [10, 13, 14, 16, 21, 22].
The term “near real-time” theoretically means that the algorithm can detect a change event
with a small delay (in terms of number of observations) after the time point at which it
has actually occurred, using only current and past observations. But, in remote sensing,
its meaning is relative, depending upon the type of application i.e. types of changes being
targeted and the data being used. Some changes are gradual and any change detection
method may take a considerable number of observations before detecting them, still the
methods are termed as near real-time. For example, the studies published in [10, 14, 16]
introduced near real-time methods for detecting changes in MODIS time series data. The
number of observations required by these methods before detecting changes may sound
non-real time, but because of the type of changes addressed in these studies i.e. beetle
infestations (slow and gradual) they are declared as near real-time.
Some existing methods [13, 20] derive test statistics from the raw vegetation index time
series or the error between the model and observed time series [10], but it was suggested
in [14, 16] that calculating change metrics from the parameter time series (time varying
parameters of the fitted model) achieve better performance. There are two main issues
when we consider these statistical approaches for near real-time land cover change detec-
tion. First, most of them either assume that the underlying density functions under null or
alternative hypothesis are Gaussian [10, 14, 16], or they use Gaussian kernels to estimate
the individual density functions [13]. The real world data may often be far from being
Gaussian. This results in errors in estimated or assumed underlying distributions, which
achieve suboptimal performance [23, 24]. Secondly, commonly two performance indices
namely, False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (TN), are considered while evaluating
the change detection methods [13]. Evaluation of a near real-time method can be based on
three performance indices, namely, False Positives (FP), False Negatives (FN) and Mean
detection Delay (MD), instead of only FP and FN as in the case of offline change detection
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methods [13, 14]. Increasing threshold normally reduces FP rate, but increases MD and
FN, and vice versa. Therefore, finding an optimal trade off manually between acceptable
values of the three performance indices becomes challenging. Please note that the readers
should not confuse MD with the computational time or computational complexity of the
algorithm here. MD is the average detection delay calculated in terms of the number of
time points (observations) between the actual point of change in the ground truth data (or
selected reference point) and the point where change alarm is raised. Therefore, its units
depends upon the temporal resolution of the data under consideration, which may vary
from application to application. We use generic units (observations or time-points) for
MD in this manuscript, which can be interpreted easily in different applications, accord-
ing to the temporal resolution of the time series data being used.
It was argued in [23–27] that approximating individual densities or assuming the individ-
ual densities to be Gaussian leads to more errors. However, when the test statistics are
based on density ratios we can avoid estimating individual densities or assuming them to
be Gaussian as shown in [23, 24]. It was shown in [23, 25, 26] that direct density ratio
estimation performs better than estimating individual densities using Gaussian Kernels
or assuming them to follow Gaussanity. A number of studies have proposed different
methods for direct density ratio estimation, e.g. kernel mean matching [28], the logistic
regression method [29] and Kullback-Leibler importance estimation procedure (KLIEP)
[25]. KLIEP was shown to be promising in change detection framework [23]. A more
recent algorithm in this regard, namely Unconstrained Least Squares Importance Fitting
(ULSIF), was proposed in [26] and shown to have optimal non-parametric convergence
rate [30], optimal numerical stability [31] and higher robustness than KLIEP [32]. How-
ever, [27] reported a potential weakness of density ratio based approaches that density
ratios can be unbounded, and proposed Relative Unconstrained Least Squares Importance
Fitting (RULSIF) algorithm which uses relative density ratios that are always bounded.
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RULSIF was shown to achieve better estimation and non-parametric convergence than
ULSIF. Although the existing remote sensing literature on land cover change detection
contains several methods based on traditional likelihood ratios with individual densities
either assumed to be Gaussian, or estimated using Gaussian kernels, there is no study
to our knowledge that has exploited the usefulness of relative density ratio estimation as
proposed in [24, 27].
In this study, one of our main aims is to highlight and re-emphasize the usefulness of rela-
tive density ratios in remote sensing applications. We investigate the advantages of using
relative density ratio estimation in supervised near real-time classification of change and
no-change events within the MODIS NDVI time series. Our proposed change detection
framework models MODIS 8-days 500m NDVI time-series by a triply modulated cosine
function [17, 18] and uses the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [33] to derive its time vary-
ing parameters. As suggested in [1, 14, 15], changes which effect the trend of the signal
can be captured in the trend parameter of the triply modulated cosine function. Therefore,
our proposed framework learns relative density ratios from the trend parameters of the
change and no-change training sets using the RULSIF algorithm [24]. Once the training
is done, these estimated relative density ratios are used to derive RSPRT (Repeated Se-
quential Probability Ratio Test) [33] statistics online, which can be compared to a tuned
threshold in order to detect changes in near real-time.
We also address the issue of finding an acceptable trade off between FP, FN and MD while
tuning the threshold. Traditionally, performance of the any change detection method is
analyzed based only on accuracy. In such cases, the threshold tuning can be done with the
help of Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve or calibration curve [34]. The
ROC curve helps in finding a trade off between TP and FP, and the calibration curve plots
accuracy against different values of threshold. But, in our case, we have to consider MD
as well, along with accuracy, which means that the optimal trade off has to be found be-
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tween three performance indices, namely FN (instead of TP), FP and MD . We formulate
a cost function dependent upon FP, FN, MD (or alternatively kappa-coefficient [35] and
MD) and the threshold, which is minimized iteratively to find a threshold value that gives
acceptable trade off between these performance indices. Finally, we compare our pro-
posed framework with 3 recently published land cover change detection methods for land
cover change detection in MODIS NDVI time series data which use either kernel den-
sity estimation to estimate the individual densities or assume them to be Gaussian, while
deriving the test statistics [13]. We show that our proposed framework achieves better
accuracy with lower detection delays.
The main contributions of this study are: 1) A supervised near real-time change detec-
tion framework that can detect land cover changes in MODIS NDVI time-series data
quicker and with more accuracy than recently published methods. 2) Highlighting and re-
emphasizing the usefulness of density/relative density ratio estimation [23, 24, 27] in the
remote sensing community while showing its suitability for supervised change detection
in MODIS time-series data, 3) An effective strategy for tuning the threshold automatically
in near real-time scenarios when more than two performance indices have to be consid-
ered, and also in those scenarios where manual threshold selection is cumbersome e.g.
cross-validation experiments.
The research questions addressed in this study are: I) Is the relative density ratio estima-
tion a viable option for supervised change detection in MODIS time series data? II) Do
RSPRT/CUSUM (CUmulative SUM) statistics [33, 36, 37], when derived from the pa-
rameter time-series, improve performance compared to when derived from the raw time-
series [13]? III) Does using the relative density ratios, estimated by RULSIF [23, 24, 27]
in RSPRT statistics improve the performance compared to estimating the individual den-
sities [13] or assuming them to be Gaussian [10, 14]?
The paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 explains the RULSIF algorithm for relative
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density ratio estimation, the proposed supervised land cover change detection framework,
and the proposed threshold tuning technique. Section (4.3) gives brief descriptions of the
three existing methods used in this study for comparison and performance evaluation of
our proposed framework. Section (4.4) explains the data sets used in this study. Sec-
tion 4.5 presents the numerical results, their comparison and discussion. The last section
concludes this paper.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Repeated Sequential Probability Ratio Test (RSPRT) with
Relative Density Ratio Estimation (M1)
MODIS time series data contains seasonal variations which need to be taken into account
while designing any change detection method [17, 38]. Different types of functions have
been used to model MODIS vegetation index time series, in land cover change detection
framework, over the recent past [10–12, 14, 16–18]. Some recent studies have argued
the usefulness of triply modulated cosine function and its time varying parameters, in
land cover change detection framework [14, 16–18]. In order to get trend and seasonal
variations separately, we model the vegetation index time-series of a given MODIS pixel
by a triply modulated cosine function as in [14, 16–18]
yt = µt +αt sin(2pi f t+φt)+ vt (4.1)
where yt and vt are the observation and noise value from an unknown distribution, at
time t = 1,2, . . .. The above model is based on many unknown parameters, namely the
frequency f , and the time varying parameters mean µt , amplitude αt and phase φt . The
parameter f is determined by the data being used for analysis. In our case, the MODIS
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8-day 500m time-series has cycle-length of 1 year with 46 observations per year, hence
f = 1/46. The values of µt , αt and φt can be estimated from the observations yt according
to (4.1) using a non-linear estimator. As proposed in [18], EKF can be used to derive the
time-varying parameters of (4.1). In EKF formulation, the model given in equation (4.1)
can be written as a pair of state and measurement equations as
xt = v(xt−1)+wt (4.2)
and
yt = h(xt)+ vt (4.3)
where xt = [µt ,αt ,φt ]T is the state vector, v is the relationship between the previous state
and the current state, wt is 3×1 vector of process noise at time t, vt is the measurement
noise at time t and, h is the relationship between the current state xt and the predicted
measurement yt . The EKF predicts the state vector at time t recursively [18], using the
observations till time t.
Estimation of the state vector at every time point t using EKF results in time series of
the parameters. The next step is to compute the change metrics/test statistics in order
to classify change or no-change events. As shown in [1, 14, 15], the trend changes e.g.
changes due to beetle infestations create significant impact on µt , hence we calculate our
test statistics from µt . Many types of control charts exist in literature, e.g. Shewhart
control charts [33, 36, 39], Moving Average control charts [33, 36], RSPRT/CUSUM
control charts [33, 36, 37], Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) control charts [33, 36]
etc., which can be applied in deriving the test statistics. However, RSPRT/CUSUM detect
small changes quicker (takes lesser number of observations or data points after the change
has occurred) than rest of the control charts [33, 36]. Since the type of change we are
targeting here is of gradual nature, we use RSPRT to derive test statistic St from µt time
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series as
St =

St−1+ ln
pH1(µt)
pH0(µt)
if St−1+ ln
pH1(µt)
pH0(µt)
> 0
0 if St−1+ ln
pH1(µt)
pH0(µt)
≤ 0
(4.4)
where pH∗(µ t) , is the likelihood of vector random variable µ t , at time t, under hypoth-
esis H∗, and S0 = 0. The vector random variable µ t = [µt ,µt−1, ...,µt−k+1] in (4.4) is
derived with a sliding window of length k in order to capture the relationship of µt with
its immediate past. The value of k can be chosen by the user (normally k ≥ 10, we used
k = 10). The no-change and the alternate hypotheses, H0 and H1 respectively, can be
defined as
H0 : St ≤ λ
H1 : St > λ
(4.5)
where λ is a carefully selected threshold. Equation (4.4) can be compacted as
St = (St−1+ st)+ (4.6)
where (ρ)+ = sup(0,ρ) for some value of ρ , st = ln
pH1(µt)
pH0(µt)
. The change alarm at at time
t can be raised according to
at =

1 if St > λ
0 if St ≤ λ
t ≥ k (4.7)
for a carefully selected threshold λ .
The likelihood ratio in RSPRT is often found either by assuming the individual density
functions to be Gaussian [33] or by estimating the individual density functions using ker-
nel Density Estimation (KDE) [13]. Both the methods can lead to suboptimal results
because the real world data rarely satisfies Gaussanity condition, and density estimation
too is a difficult problem to solve [23, 24, 27, 40]. Estimating the density ratios directly,
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without estimating the individual distributions, is comparatively easier and achieves bet-
ter performance [23, 24, 27, 40]. Although many algorithms have been used for direct
density ratio estimation, e.g. KLIEP [23, 25], ULSIF [24, 26], [24, 27] suggested that
RULSIF algorithm, which considers relative density ratios, achieves better estimation
and non-parametric convergence. Therefore, we use relative density ratios, estimated di-
rectly from change and no-change training sets using RULSIF algorithm [27], in (4.4).
Let Ytr be the training set containing change and no-change ground truth examples. After
deriving the parameters of equation (4.1) using EKF, the change and no-change training
sets of the µt parameter denoted, respectively, by Yc = {µ i}ni=1 and Ync = {µ ′i}mi=1, can
be formed by sliding a window of length k over change and no-change µt time series as
µ t = [µt ,µt−1, ...,µt−k+1] starting at t = k, and putting the window values, at each time
point, in the respective sets. According to the RULSIF formulation the relative density
ratio can be given by [24, 27]
rβ (µ) =
p(µ)
β p(µ)+(1−β )p′(µ) =
p(µ)
′
pβ (µ)
(4.8)
where p(µ) represents the density of change samples, p′(µ) represents the density of no-
change samples, µ is an arbitrary data sample and 0≤ β < 1. The β -relative density ratio
rβ (µ) can be estimated by a kernel model as [24, 27]
rβ (µ)≈ g(µ;θ) =
n
∑
i=1
θiK(µ,µ i) (4.9)
K(µ,µ i) = exp
(
−‖ µ−µ i ‖
2
2σ2
)
(4.10)
where θ = [θ1,θ2, ...,θn] is the parameter vector, σ (>0) is the kernel width and n is the
number of change examples in the training set. The appropriate value of σ was selected
as explained in [24].
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Note that the complexity of problem increases with the increase in size of the training
data set because the number of kernels being used and hence the number of θ parameters
which need to be estimated, is equal to the number of samples in training set. This works
fine for small training sets but it introduces memory and computation time issues in case
of the large training sets. Therefore, we use a small but sufficient number of centers
selected randomly from the training set, instead of using all the samples of the training
set as centers. We adapt (4.9) as
rβ (µ)≈ g(µ;θ) =
d
∑
i=1
θiK(µ,η i) (4.11)
where {η i}di=1 is a set of d number of centers chosen randomly from the training set. As
formulated in RULSIF, the squared loss between the true and estimated relative density
ratios, J(µ) is given by [24, 27]
J(µ) = 12
´
p′β (µ)
(
rβ (µ)−g(µ;θ)
)2 dµ
= 12
´
p′β (µ)
(
rβ (µ)
)2 dµ
−´ p(µ)g(µ;θ)dµ
+β2
´
p(µ)(g(µ;θ))2 dµ
+1−β2
´
p′(µ)(g(µ;θ))2 dµ.
(4.12)
The parameter vector θ can be estimated by minimizing J(µ). Ignoring the terms inde-
pendent of g(µ;θ) in (4.12), the following optimization problem is formulated according
to RULSIF [27]
min
θ∈Rn
[
1
2
θT Ĥθ − ĥTθ + γ
2
θTθ
]
(4.13)
=⇒ θ =
(
Ĥ + γIn
)−1
ĥ (4.14)
where Ĥ is a d×d matrix, Id is an d dimensional identity matrix, ĥ is a vector of length d
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and γ ≥ 0 is a regularization parameter. The (l, l′)th element of Ĥ, for all 1≤ l, l′ ≤ d, is
given by [27]
Ĥl,l′ = β_
n
n
∑
i=1
K(µ i,η l)K(µ i,η l′)+
1−β
m
m
∑
j=1
K(µ ′j,η l)K(µ
′
j,η l′) (4.15)
and lth element of ĥ can be given by [27]
ĥl =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
K(µ i,η l). (4.16)
Once the parameter vector θ has been estimated, it is used in (4.11) to estimate the relative
density ratio of any µ t which is then used in (4.4) to calculate the test statistics. First we
find the relative density ratio sequences for all the examples in the training set. The
threshold λ is then tuned using this training set. Then in the similar way relative density
ratio is found at any time t in test time-series as well, and change alarm can be raised
according to (4.7). Both the training and testing phases of the proposed framework have
been summarized in Algorithm 4.1 and Algorithm 4.2, respectively. It is worth noting here
that the authors of [13, 41] mentioned that both independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d) assumptions were not met in their formulation of CUSUM. After removing the
seasonality, the unchanged µt parameter time series has slightly reduced correlation but
not enough to be considered as negligible. However, our formulation considers all the
no-change samples as coming from a single distribution, unlike CUSUM formulation in
[13, 41]. Therefore, the no-change samples can be considered as identically distributed,
and the change is detected when this assumption is violated i.e. when a sample from a
significantly different distribution is encountered.
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Algorithm 4.1 training(Ytr,k, β , σ , γ)
Given the training set Ytr, k, β , σ and γ
1. Derive the parameters xt = [µt ,αt ,φt ] for all training time-series using EKF.
2. Make separate sets for change and no-change samples, Yc = {µ i}ni=1 and Ync =
{µ ′i}mi=1, respectively.
3. Chose d samples from Yc randomly as kernel centers (η = {η i}di=1).
4. Use η ,Ycand Ync in equation (4.13) to (4.16) to estimate the parameter vector θ of
the equation (4.11).
5. At every time-point t of the training time-series estimate rβ (µ t) using (4.11).
6. Use the estimated rβ (µ t) in place of
pH1(µt)
pH0(µt)
in equation (4.4) to calculate RSPRT
statistic St .
7. Using RSPRT statistics of the whole training set, tune an optimal threshold (λ ) that
minimizes False Negatives (FN), False Positives (FP) and Mean Detection Delay
(MD).
OUTPUT (θ , λ , η)
Algorithm 4.2 test(yt , k, η ,Yc and σ )
Given all the observations till current time t (yt), k, η , Yc and σ
1. Derive the parameters xt = [µt ,αt ,φt ] of (4.1) using EKF.
2. Derive a test sample µ t = [µt ,µt−1, ...,µt−k+1]T .
3. Estimate rβ (µ t) using (4.11).
4. Use the estimated rβ (µ t) in place of
pH1(µt)
pH0(µt)
in equation (4.4) to calculate RSPRT
statistic St .
5. Use (4.7) to evaluate the change alarm at .
OUTPUT (at)
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4.2.2 Automatic Threshold Tuning
Tuning a threshold manually on training data set, while taking care of 3 performance
indices i.e. FN, FP and MD, is a challenging task. Here we formulate a simple, yet
effective constrained optimization problem, which will yields a tuned threshold. Since
all the three performance indicators are desired to be as low as possible, an over all cost
function based including the effect of all of them can be designed, which can then be
minimized. A simple choice can be Euclidean norm written as
Lq =
√
(FPq)2+(FNq)2+(ψ×MDq)2 (4.17)
whereLq is the cost at the qth iteration of the optimization algorithm and ψ is the weight
that increases or decreases the dependence of the cost function/optimization on MD. A
properly selected ψ also caters for the scale difference between MD and rest of the two
indicators. Its value can be selected against a desired accuracy in the first run of the cross
validation and kept the same throughout rest of the experiment. Please note that FP, FN
and MD are derived from (4.7) which means that they are dependent on λ and hence
the cost function as well. So, ideally, minimization of the cost function in (4.17) subject
to λ > 0, should yield optimal value of λ for a specific value of ψ . However, at some
instances, the cost function may remain (flat) unchanged with the change in the value of
λ , as shown in Figure 4.1 (top). This is undesirable because the optimization algorithm
may get stuck in such “flat” regions and stop prematurely. Mathematically, the flat regions
in Figure 4.1 (top) violate
P
{∣∣∣∣dLqdq
∣∣∣∣> 0 | E[dLqdq
]
< 0
}
= 1 (4.18)
for all q < N, where N is the iteration number at which the optimization algorithm con-
verges andLN <Lq6=N . The operators P{•} and E{?} represent probability and expec-
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tation, respectively. In order to tackle this issue we modify (4.17) slightly and introduce
stochasticity in it as
L ′q =
√
(FPq)2+(FNq)2+(ψ×MDq)2+ εq (4.19)
where L ′q is the value of stochastic cost and εq is a small random number drawn from
uniform or Gaussian distribution, in qth iteration. The effect of randomness/stochasticity
has been shown in Figure 4.1 (bottom). It can be seen in Figure 4.1 (bottom) that (4.19)
satisfies (4.18). Note that the condition in (4.18) is not strict. So, there is still a possibility
that the optimization algorithm may get trapped in local minimum and stop prematurely,
without converging to an optimal value of λ . Therefore, the minimization must be carried
out several times (e.g. 10-20 times), each time with different initial value of λ , and the
one with the lowest value of the cost function after convergence, should be selected. Our
experiments with different optimization algorithms suggest that Genetic Algorithm (GA)
is able to optimize (4.17) successfully.
The weight ψ varies the importance of MD in the cost function i.e. increasing ψ will
cause minimization to occur at lower values of MD and vice versa. This relationship can
be seen in Figure 4.2 which shows ψ vs. MD plot. Mathematically it can be written as
E
[
dMD
dψ
]
< 0. (4.20)
An alternative for the above threshold selection strategy can be based on kappa-statistic
(κ) [35, 42] and MD. Use of κ- statistic in remote sensing to measure homogeneity is
somewhat controversial and there has been some criticism by some authors on the accu-
racy assessment based on κ-statistic, because its value depends strongly on the marginal
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Figure 4.1: Threshold (λ ) vs. Cost (top). Threshold (λ ) vs. Stochastic Cost (bottom)
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Figure 4.2: Weight (ψ ) vs. MD plot. Increasing weights (ψ) decreases the acceptable
MD values. The unit of MD is time points = number of time points or number of
observations.
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distributions [43–45]. However, it is still the most widely used statistic, hence the usage
here. It can be calculated as
κ =
N×−{(T P′+FP′)× (T P′+FN′)+(T N′+FP′)× (T N′+FN′)}
N2−{(T P′+FP′)× (T P′+FN′)+(T N′+FP′)× (T N′+FN′)} ,
(4.21)
where T P′, T N′, FP′ and FN′ are the true values (not percentages) of true positives, true
negatives, false positives and false negatives, respectively, and N = T N′+FN′+T P′+
FP′. The optimal threshold, corresponding to acceptable values of MD or κ-coefficient,
can be selected from “κ-coefficient vs. MD” plots. This can also be achieved by min-
imizing a cost function based on κ and MD using genetic algorithm, subject to desired
constraints on MD and/or κ , which can be easily programmed and integrated in cross
validation experiments. We used this strategy in our cross validation experiments (see
Section 4.5.4). The advantage of κ−statistic based threshold selection strategy is that it
incorporates all the performance indices into a single coefficient and the threshold selec-
tion becomes more convenient as it can be selected from a plot of two variables. How-
ever, if there are some special constraints on T P and T N (or FP and FN) which need to
be followed in a certain application, then the former threshold selection strategy is more
convenient.
4.3 Existing Methods
4.3.1 Original CUSUM with Kernel Density Estimation (M2)
A supervised method, implementing CUSUM, was proposed in [13] for land cover change
detection in MODIS NDVI time-series data. In this method CUSUM statistics are derived
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from raw MODIS NDVI time-series. The individual density functions required for cal-
culating likelihood ratios are derived for every time point in the year/cycle using kernel
density estimation. The MODIS product used in this study has the time resolution of 46
images/ year. Therefore, using this method, estimation of total of 92 density functions
(46 density functions separately for both change and no-change hypotheses) is required.
Once the density functions are estimated, the likelihood ratio (density ratio) of an obser-
vation at anytime point in the cycle is calculated using the trained density functions of
change and no-change for that particular time of the cycle/year. The likelihood ratio is
then used to calculate the CUSUM statistic sequentially, which is then compared with a
tuned threshold in order to detect any change event. Since this study uses MODIS NDVI
data and the method is based on CUSUM statistics with estimated individual densities,
comparison with this method will give us a good insight into advantages of model fitting
and using estimated/trained relative density ratios rather than estimated/trained individual
densities.
4.3.2 Near Real-Time Disturbance Detection (M3)
Another method that was published recently in [10], is the “Near Real-Time disturbance
Detection in MODIS Data”. In this method, MODIS NDVI time-series is modeled using
a function with constant, ramp, sine and cosine terms. First, the function is fitted to
the reference (no-change) period using non-linear least squares fitting and its unknown
parameters are derived. Then using these parameters, the future observations are predicted
using the model. The difference between the predicted and observed values gives noise
time-series. The MOSUM (MOving SUM) statistics [46, 47] are then derived from the
noise time-series and compared with a threshold, tuned according to functional central
limit theorem [48], in order to detect any change events. Since this method uses noise
time-series to derive test statistics and also Gaussanity assumption which is implicit in
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central limit theorem, comparison with it will give us a good insight into benefits of using
parameter time-series and also relative density ratio estimation over assuming individual
densities to be Gaussian.
4.3.3 Near Real-Time Detection of Beetle Infestation (M4)
One of the most recent studies which address near real-time detection of land cover
changes, specifically beetle infestations in pine forests, using MODIS NDVI data was
published in [14]. In this method, non-linear least squares approach is used to fit a model
to the NDVI time series and derive its time varying parameters. Based on the fact that
beetle infestation effect the trend of the signal significantly, the trend component of the
model is used to derive the test statistics. It is assumed that the underlying densities of
the change and no-change parts of the trend component are nearly Gaussian with differ-
ence in their means. Based on this assumption, the log likelihood ratio of the value of the
trend component, at any particular time point, is calculated. This log likelihood ratio is
then compared to a tuned threshold in order to declare a change or no-change event. The
threshold is tuned by finding a good trade off between the likelihood ratios of change and
no change training sets.
4.4 Data sets
4.4.1 Simulated Data
One main problem that is often encountered in case of near real-time change detection
is that the ground truth data with accurate labels/time-point of change events is hard to
find [11]. Most often, partial information is known e.g. changed and unchanged pix-
els are known but the exact time-points at which the changes occurred in the respective
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time-series are unknown, hence making the performance evaluation difficult and com-
promised. Many studies have used and highlighted the importance of simulated data, in
which, changes are introduced at desired time-points [10–12, 14, 16, 49]. Such data can
be helpful in evaluating performance, sensitivity and robustness of the method to different
magnitudes of noise. We also generated a simulated data set following a similar procedure
as used in [10–12, 14, 16].
First, the deterministic part or seasonal cycles were generated using asymmetric Gaussian
function as proposed in [12, 14]
g(l)≡ g(l;a,b,ρ1,ρ2) = a×

exp
[
− (l−b)2ρ1
]
, if l > b
exp
[
− (b−l)2ρ2
]
, if l < b,
(4.22)
where ρ1 and ρ2 control the width of the left and right hand sides, whereas a and b are
the amplitude and the position of the maximum or minimum with respect to the time l,
respectively. We used a = 0.7, b = 23+ bl/46c× 46 and ρ1 = ρ2 = 100 in (4.22). The
simulated time-series were generated by
S(l) = g(l)+Φ(l)+ϑl (4.23)
where ϑl is a noise value at l, drawn from Gaussian distribution with zero mean. TheΦ(l)
in (4.23) is the simulated gradual change introduced in the time-series, and can be given
by
Φ(l) =

[
(1)
bl/ρc− (0)bl/ρc
]
× ς × (l−ρ) if l ≤ ξ
Φ(ξ ) if l > ξ ,
(4.24)
where ς , ρ , and ξ are the slope, start point and end point of the introduced change, respec-
tively. Note that simulating remotely sensed data with vegetation phenology, inter-annual
variability, disturbance events and signal contamination is challenging [11]. Therefore,
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testing the method on a variety of data sets is necessary.
4.4.2 Synthetic Data
Simulated data set is far from real-world data and the factors involved in it. To get as
much close as possible to the real-world data, yet knowing the exact time-points of the
change events, another type of data, namely synthetic data set, has also been used [13,
17, 18, 50, 51]. This data can be created from sure change and no-change parts of the
real-world time-series. First, all the time-series are standardized according to the range
of the no-change part and then different no-change parts are concatenated with different
change parts randomly, creating a large number of time-series. So, all the time-series have
natural factors involved in them as well as the exact time-points of change events are also
known.
4.4.3 Real-World Beetle Infestation Data
We used yearly survey maps and shape files maintained by the United States and British
Columbia forest services [52–54] to identify the areas with beetle infestations in the pine
forests of Colorado, Utah (United States), and British Columbia (Canada). The regions
with no beetle infestation history till the end of 2005 were selected. These regions were
then marked on the Google Earth and their geographical coordinates were recorded. An
online tool (MODLAND Tile Calculator) [55] was then used to identify the corresponding
MODIS tile using the geographical coordinates. Once the MODIS tile was known, one
MODIS image of 500 meters spatial resolution was fed into a software, namely, ENVI
(version 5). Using the geographical coordinates of the marked regions, their pixel co-
ordinates, in any MODIS image of 500 m spatial resolution, were found with the help
of ENVI. After recording all this information, the MODIS product MCD43A4.005 was
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downloaded for the desired tiles starting from January 2001 to December 2011, and the
time series of the selected pixels were extracted. All the change and no-change examples
from both the regions were combined and two (change and no-change) data sets were
prepared.
The MODIS product MCD43A4.005 is available since 2000. It provides 500 m 8-days
composite reflectance data which is Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF)-
adjusted for Nadir reflectance, atmospherically corrected and cloud free . The data ac-
quired for the year 2000 had a lot of missing values, hence was discarded and the time
series data was acquired from Jan. 2001 onwards. Although we did not encounter any
missing values in our analysis, however rare missing values can be replaced with interpo-
lated values.
4.5 Results, Comparison and Discussion
4.5.1 Results for Simulated Data
We generated 500 change and 500 no-change examples according to the methodology
used in [10–12, 14, 16] summarized in Section 4.4.1. The seasonal cycles were gener-
ated using asymmetric Gaussian function, the change was introduced by adding a ramp of
slope 0.0025 (ς = 0.0025 in Equation 4.24) to the signals at known positions in order to
replicate a gradual change, and the noise introduced into the signal was drawn randomly
from the noise distribution with standard deviation of 0.08. Randomly selected 50% sam-
ples of the data set was taken as the training set and the rest 50% was taken as the test set.
The purpose of this data set was to analyze the performance of the proposed framework
(M1) on a data set with known change points and compare it with the performances of the
existing methods. Moreover, it can also be used to analyze the robustness of the proposed
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between performances of proposed (M1), original CUSUM
(M2), near real-time disturbance detection (M3) and near real-time beetle infestation
detection (M4) methods, on simulated data. Top: Threshold (λ ) vs. κ-coefficient (top).
Threshold (λ ) vs. MD (bottom). The unit of MD is time points = number of time points
or number of observations.
method M1 against different magnitudes (standard deviations) of noise.
All the four methods, M1-M4, were implemented keeping the training and test sets exactly
the same in order to ensure fair comparison. A wide range of threshold values were used
for each method in order to exploit its performance range and capabilities. The results
of all the methods, M1-M4, have been summarized in Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 and Table
4.1. Please note that all the 4 methods have different ranges of threshold values, but
here we have scaled all of them to a single range of 0-80, for the sake of simplicity in
comparison. The absolute values of the thresholds are not important here because we
only want to graphically present the best possible performances by each of the methods
considered here. Figure 4.3 (top) presents the “Threshold vs. κ-coefficient” plots of
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of “kappa-coefficient vs. MD” performances of proposed (M1),
original CUSUM (M2), near real-time disturbance detection (M3) and near real-time
beetle infestation detection (M4) methods on simulated data. The unit of MD is time
points = number of time points or number of observations.
Table 4.1: Comparison between near real-time performances of our proposed method
(M1) and the existing three methods, on simulated data, at acceptable true positives,
true negatives and accuracy. TP = True Positive, TN = True Negative, Acc. = Over-
all Accuracy, MD = Mean Detection Delay, and λ = threshold value. M1= Proposed
Framework, M2 = Original CUSUM Method , M3 = Near Real-Time Disturbance De-
tection Method(M3) and M4 = Near Real-Time Beetle Infestation Detection Method.
The units of TP, TN, Acc. are “%” and that of MD is tp = number of time points or
observations.
Method TP TN Acc. MD (tp) Threshold (λ )
M1 100 98 99 45 18.50
M2 98.50 99.50 99 49 10.50
M3 100 98 99 56 05.05
M4 100 98 99 44 03.80
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Figure 4.5: Robustness of the proposed method against different magnitudes of noise in
the simulated data set. Noise Standard deviation (Noise Std.) vs. Overall Accuracy
(top). Noise Standard deviation (Noise Std.) vs. Detection Delay (bottom). The unit of
MD is time points = number of time points or number of observations.
all the methods. We note that all the methods can achieve accuracies close to κ = 1.
The value of κ-coefficient increases with the increase in the threshold value, but as a
consequence, the mean detection delay also increases as shown in Figure 4.3 (bottom).
Figure 4.4 summarizes the plots of Figure 4.3 and gives a more obvious comparison by
plotting MD against the corresponding κ-coefficients, for each method considered here.
Figure 4.4 basically shows different trade offs between kappa (accuracy) and MD for each
method, which is analogous to the Receiver’s Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve that
plots trade offs between TP and FP when only accuracies (without MD) are considered.
Focusing on the significant region of this plot i.e. after κ = 0.6, we observe that although
the difference between the plots is not very large, M1 and M4 perform slightly better than
the rest of the two methods. This fact is also obvious from the comparison shown in Table
4.1 for the same accuracy of 99%.
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We note that the results achieved here were according to our expectations because the
simulated data lacks the effects of the complex natural phenomenon which are present
in the real world NDVI data. Moreover, the noise in simulated data is Gaussian which
satisfies the Gaussanity assumptions in M2-M4, and the points of actual changes in the
training data are known exactly, hence no miss-labeling which can effect the training
adversely. Nevertheless, these results illustrate the correctness of the approaches in that
their tendency is to detect the real changes and avoid no change events.
The performance of M1 was also checked on simulated data sets with different magni-
tudes (standard deviations) of noise. The results are summarized in Figure 4.5. Figure
4.5 (top) shows that the accuracy drops very slightly with the increase in the standard de-
viation of the signal noise, and remains above 90% even at standard deviation as high as
0.15. Figure 4.5 (bottom) shows a very slight increase in the detection delay, from 42 at
noise std. = 0 to 53 at noise std. = 0.15. These results show the robustness of the proposed
framework M1 to different magnitudes of signal noise.
4.5.2 Results for Synthetic Data
We prepared 1000 change and 1000 no-change examples following the process explained
in Section 4.4.2, and also used in [13, 17, 18, 50, 51]. A randomly selected set of 50%
of the samples was taken as training set and the rest 50% as test set. The results have
been summarized in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and Table 4.2. Figure 4.6 (top) shows that
the value of κ increases with the increase in the threshold, except for M4 that decreased
after reaching its peak. The increase in threshold also causes increase in the detection
delays, as shown in Figure 4.6 (bottom), because the test statistic has to attain bigger
values in order to raise the change alarm. Figure 4.7 summarizes the plots of Figure 4.6
by plotting MD against the corresponding κ−coefficients, for each method considered
here. The plots in Figure 4.7 are analogous to ROC curves and give a more obvious com-
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between performances of proposed (M1), original CUSUM
(M2), near real-time disturbance detection (M3) and near real-time beetle infestation
detection (M4) methods, on synthetic data. Threshold (λ ) vs. κ-coefficient (top).
Threshold (λ ) vs. MD (bottom). The unit of MD is time points = number of time
points or number of observations.
Table 4.2: Comparison between near real-time performances of our proposed method
(M1) and the existing three methods, on synthetic data, at acceptable true positives,
true negatives and accuracy.
Method TP TN Acc. MD Threshold (λ )
M1 100 94 97 17 20.50
M2 97 97 97 17 25
M3 100 94 97 33 04.75
M4 100 94 97 23 02.50
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of “kappa-coefficient vs. MD” performances of proposed (M1),
original CUSUM (M2), near real-time disturbance detection (M3) and near real-time
beetle infestation detection (M4) methods on synthetic data. The unit of MD is time
points = number of time points or number of observations.
parison. Here the difference between the performances is slightly more obvious than in
case of simulated data because the data values and noise are real, only the changes in-
troduced are synthetic i.e. due to concatenation of known no-change and change parts.
Considering the significant part of the curves i.e. the region after κ ≈ 0.6 on the hori-
zontal axis, our proposed method M1 performs better than the rest until the point around
κ ≈ 0.90, where M1 and M2 become similar in performance. Table 4.2 also highlights
this where detection delays are compared for all the four methods against the same accu-
racy of 97%. The M1 and M2 have similar results, better than M3 and M4. Furthermore,
M4 performs better than M3. The reader should not be confused by the M4 curve hook-
ing back in Figure (4.7). This behavior is quite possible because MD is not a function
of the κ−coefficient. The κ−coefficient is calculated from TP, TN, FP and FN, which
depend upon the threshold value. Two different thresholds can yield exactly the same
κ−coefficient with different values of MD. The hooked curve shows exactly the same
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Table 4.3: Comparison between near real-time performances of our proposed method
(M1) and the existing three methods, on near real-time NDVI data, at acceptable true
positives, true negatives and accuracy.
Method TP TN Acc. MD (tp) Threshold (λ )
M1 100 90.6 95.3 79 26.1
M2 84 96 90 99 22
M3 90 90 90 131 5.8
M4 98 84 91 92 02
behavior i.e. same κ−coefficients with different values of MD.
The noise is far from Gaussian in this case, but still the change points in the training data
are known exactly, hence no miss-labeling. Therefore, M2 still trains very well, hence
small difference between the results of M1 and M2. The fact that M2 performs better
than M3 and M4, can be attributed to the difference between the types of test statistics
being used in these methods. The M2 uses CUSUM statistics which is more robust to non-
Gaussanity and detects small/gradual changes earlier than the statistics based on simple
likelihood ratios [36] as used in M3 and M4. The M4 performing better than M3 confirms
the findings of [14]
4.5.3 Results for Real World MODIS NDVI (Beetle Infestation)
Data
The simulated and synthetic data sets provided important insights but these data sets do
not include all the complexities that are encountered in the real world data e.g. atmo-
spheric variations, light variations, lack of information about the exact time points of the
changes etc. Therefore, analysis on the real world data is necessary. We tested all the
methods on 355 change and 355 no-change examples of beetle infestation data, collected
as explained in Section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between performances of proposed (M1), original CUSUM
(M2), near real-time disturbance detection (M3) and near real-time beetle infestation
detection (M4) methods, on real-world data. Threshold (λ ) vs. κ-coefficient (top).
Threshold (λ ) vs. MD (bottom). The unit of MD is time points = number of time
points or number of observations.
The results have been summarized in Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9 and Table 4.3. As explained
before, all the 4 methods have different ranges of threshold values, but we have scaled
all of them to a single range of 0-80, for the sake of simplicity in comparison. The abso-
lute values of the thresholds are not important here because we only want to graphically
present the best possible performances by each of the methods considered here. Figure
4.8 shows similar trends for each method as in the case of synthetic data since the two
data sets are close in nature to each other. Figure 4.8 (top) presents the “Threshold vs.
κ−coefficient” plots of all the methods. The κ values of M2, M3 and M4 drop after reach-
ing their peaks, whereas the κ value of M1 remains constant. Figure 4.8 (bottom) presents
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of “kappa-coefficient vs. MD” performances of proposed (M1),
original CUSUM (M2), near real-time disturbance detection (M3) and near real-time
beetle infestation detection (M4) methods on real-world data. The unit of MD is time
points = number of time points or number of observations.
the “Threshold vs. MD” plots of all the methods. The MD generally increases with the
increase in threshold value, for all the methods. Figure 4.9 summarizes the plots of Fig-
ure 4.8 by plotting κ-coefficient against the corresponding accuracies, for each method
considered here. The plots in Figure 4.9 are analogous to ROC curves and give a clearer
comparison. It can be seen in Figure 4.9 that our proposed method, M1, performs better
than the other 3 methods by a significant margin. For the similar values of κ−coefficient,
M1 incurs much lower detection delay than the rest of the 3 methods. Furthermore, M1
can still get close to κ = 1, unlike rest of the methods which peaked at significantly lower
κ values than M1. Table 4.3 compares the performances of all the methods at acceptable
accuracies (95.3% for M1, 90%, 90% and 91% for M2, M3 and M4, respectively). It can
be noticed that M1 incurs much lower detection delay at a higher accuracy/kappa than
rest of the three methods.
The reason behind such a significant difference between the performance of M1 and the
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rest of the methods can be attributed to three facts: 1) The test statistics in M1 derived
from the parameter time-series which has been shown to be better than the statistics de-
rived from the raw NDVI time-series [14]. 2) RSPRT statistics are used in M1 which are
more robust to non-Gaussanity and detects small changes faster than the simple statis-
tics based on likelihood ratios [36]. 3) The likelihood ratios used in deriving RSPRT
statistics were estimated directly using RULSIF algorithm [27], which performs better
than the likelihood ratios derived from individual density functions which are based on
Gaussanity assumption or estimated individually using Gaussian kernels. Furthermore, it
is very difficult to obtain the exact ground reference data for long time-series [56]. The
forestry departments which are monitoring those forests also confirmed that the survey
maps were manual and subjected to errors, hence the real world data did not have exact
information about the change points in each time-series. Therefore, we took t = 230 as
common reference point for all the methods i.e. the last point for known no-change part in
every time-series, from which MDs were calculated. However, this does not mean that the
changes were known to have occurred at that point. Majority of the time-series changed
at later unknown points which implies that the training data had miss-labeling at some
points after t = 230. This suggests that M1 is more robust to miss-labeling in the training
data as compared to the other 3 methods.
4.5.4 Cross Validation and Automatic Threshold Tuning
Results
We performed cross validation experiments of the proposed method M1 on all the three
data sets. The cross validation consisted of 10 runs, where in each run 50% of the data
samples selected randomly was used as training and the rest 50% as test sets. The results
have been summarized in Table 4.4. The table consists of 2 vertical halves and 3 hori-
zontal parts. The left vertical half summarizes the mean of performance indices for the
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Table 4.4: Results of 50% cross-validations (10 runs ) of M1 on all the three data sets. In
every run randomly selected 50% of the data samples of a particular data set is taken
as training set, and the rest as test set. TP = True Positive, TN = True Negative, Acc.
= Overall Accuracy, κ= kappa-coefficient, MD = Mean Detection Delay, λ = threshold
value, Sim. = Simulated data set, Syn. = Synthetic data set and R.W. = Real-World
NDVI beetle infestation data. The units of TP, TN and Acc. are “%”, and that of MD
is tp = number of time points or observations.
Dataset Data
Mean (10 runs) Standard Deviation (10 runs)
TP TN Acc. κ MD (tp) λ TP TN Acc. κ MD (tp) λ
Sim.
Training 100 95.75 97.9 0.957 45.7
16.67
0 1.09 0.54 0.011 0.28
0.52
Test 100 96.00 98.00 0.960 45.8 0 1.26 0.63 0.013 0.63
Syn.
Training 100 95.5 97.75 0.955 21.8
29.83
0 1.47 0.74 0.015 0.25
0.77
Test 100 95.2 97.30 0.952 22.7 0 1.34 0.68 0.013 0.51
R.W.
Training 100 89.50 94.75 0.895 80.5
27.42
0 2.4 1.2 0.024 0.47
2.1
Test 100 88.00 94.00 0.880 79.1 0 2.5 1.25 0.025 0.7
training and test sets of all the data sets, whereas the right vertical half summarizes the
standard deviations of the 10 runs. Each of the three horizontal parts of the table sum-
marizes the performance indicators for one of the three data sets. The value of ψ was
selected, in the first run of the cross validation experiment on simulated data, against 98%
accuracy and kept fixed for rest of the experiments. The mean performance indices of the
training set and test set are very close to each other, in case of all the three data sets. This
suggests that the thresholds selected from the training data sets are robust and perform
equally well on the unseen test data.
The threshold selected in each run of this cross validation experiment was selected auto-
matically by our proposed threshold tuning technique (based on κ−coefficient and MD)
as explained in Section 4.2.2. Apart from tuning, another advantage of this technique,
especially in cross-validation experiment, is that it can be incorporated in the code and a
complete set of cross-validation results can be generated in a single go, without stopping
and selecting the right threshold in each cross-validation run. The table shows that the
thresholds selected by this technique on the training data sets, perform nearly similar on
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the test data sets. This shows the effectiveness of the proposed threshold tuning technique.
It is worth noting that the range of the suitable threshold values may change from one data
set to another, hence needs tuning on all the data sets separately. However, the proposed
threshold tuning technique avoids this problem since the value of ψ selected for one data
set holds good for rest of the data sets as well.
4.6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a supervised framework for near real-time land cover change
detection which uses EKF to fit a triply modulated cosine function to a MODIS NDVI
time-series, extracts its time varying parameters and derives the RSPRT test statistics from
the trend parameter. Instead of using traditional likelihood ratios, we exploited the useful-
ness of relative density ratios estimated directly using RULSIF algorithm as proposed in
[27], in deriving the RSPRT statistics. Our framework slightly reduces the correlation in
the parameter time series, and, unlike CUSUM formulation in [13, 41], deals with the no-
change samples as identically distributed which is an important assumption of CUSUM.
We tested the framework on three different data sets, against different noise level, and also
performed cross-validation. Furthermore, we compared its performance with 3 recently
published near real-time change detection methods in remote sensing literature.
Our analysis of the proposed method on different data sets considered here, and also its
comparison with 3 published methods, helped us in finding the answers to the questions
we raised earlier in this manuscript. Our findings can be summarized as: I) The promis-
ing results of the proposed method (M1) suggest that direct estimation of relative density
ratios, from the data, is a viable option for supervised classification of remote sensing
time series data, II) The results of comparison between M1 and M2 [13] suggest that
RSPRT/CUSUM statistics, when derived from the parameter time series instead of the
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raw data, achieve significant improvement in the performance, III) Utilizing the benefits
of parameter time-series [14, 16], RSPRT statistics and relative density ratio estimation
simultaneously, enabled the framework to incur lower detection delays, with higher ac-
curacy than the rest of the methods (M2 - M4) which use traditional likelihood ratios
with individual densities either estimated using Gaussian kernels [13] or assumed to be
Gaussian in nature [10, 14]. The difference in the results was small in case of simulated
and synthetic data sets because some assumptions involved in the derivation of M2-M4
were satisfied to some extent e.g. Gaussanity assumption, and there was no miss-labeling.
However, the difference became more significant in case of the real world beetle infesta-
tion data when the Gaussanity assumption was violated and there was considerable miss-
labeling as well in the training data. This also suggests that the proposed framework is
more robust to miss-labeling as compared to the other 3 the methods.
We also proposed a simple heuristic technique for automatic threshold tuning in near real-
time change detection framework. Unlike commonly considered 2 indices (FP and FN),
this technique considers 3 performance indices (FP, FN and MD), which are challenging
to deal with simultaneously while tuning the threshold. This technique proved useful in
cross-validation experiments and allowed us to generate the whole set of results in a single
execution, without having to select the thresholds manually in each run. The threshold
values presented in Table 4.4 were selected automatically by the framework using this
technique, which verifies that it can tune the thresholds successfully.
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5 A Robust Multi-Kernel Change Detection
Framework for Detecting Leaf Beetle Defoliation
using Landsat 7 ETM+ Data1
Overview
A robust non-parametric framework, based on multiple Radial Basic Function (RBF) ker-
nels, is proposed in this study, for detecting land/forest cover changes using Landsat 7
ETM+ images. One of the widely used frameworks is to find change vectors (difference
image) and use a supervised classifier to differentiate between change and no-change.
The Bayesian Classifiers e.g. Maximum Likelihood Classifier (MLC), Naive Bayes (NB),
are widely used probabilistic classifiers which assume parametric models, e.g. Gaussian
function, for the class conditional distributions. However, their performance can be lim-
ited if the data set deviates from the assumed model. The proposed framework exploits
the useful properties of Least Squares Probabilistic Classifier (LSPC) formulation i.e.
non-parametric and probabilistic nature, to model class posterior probabilities of the dif-
ference image using a linear combination of a large number of Gaussian kernels. To this
1This chapter has been submitted as a journal article in ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing.
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end, a simple technique, based on 10-fold cross-validation is also proposed for tuning
model parameters automatically instead of selecting a (possibly) suboptimal combination
from pre-specified lists of values. The proposed framework has been tested and compared
with Support Vector Machine (SVM) and NB for detection of defoliation, caused by leaf
beetles (Paropsisterna spp) in Eucalyptus nitens and E. globulus plantations of two test
areas, in Tasmania, Australia, using raw bands and band combination indices of Land-
sat 7 ETM+. It was observed that due to multi-kernel non-parametric formulation and
probabilistic nature, the LSPC outperforms parametric NB with Gaussian assumption in
change detection framework, with Overall Accuracy (OA) ranging from 93.6% (κ = 0.87)
to 97.4% (κ = 0.94) against 85.3% (κ = 0.69) to 93.4% (κ = 0.85), and is more robust to
changing data distributions. Its performance was comparable to SVM, with added advan-
tages of being probabilistic and capable of handling multi-class problems naturally with
its original formulation.
5.1 Introduction
Land cover change detection using satellite imagery has been one of the important areas
of research over the past few decade [1–3]. One of the main focuses of the this research
has been forest cover changes induced by insect attacks/infestations [4–9] because they
have both environmental and economic implications e.g. increased risk of forest fires,
less carbon absorption, loss of valuable wood etc [10, 11]. Monitoring large forests by
manual surveying can be very time consuming, expensive and labor intensive, sometimes
impossible. This necessitates development of cost effective, efficient and quick automated
alarm systems for the concerned authorities in order to take timely actions to mitigate the
insect infestations in the affected parts of the forests [4, 6]. Therefore, numerous studies
applying satellite imagery to detect vegetation cover changes due to different phenom-
ena e.g. forest clear cutting, fire and insect attacks, have been proposed in the literature
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[4, 7–9, 12, 13]. These studies showed that, due to availability of a variety of sensors and
advancements in the computing technologies, remote sensing is a viable option for tack-
ling this problem [7]. An important consideration, before developing any satellite imagery
based change detection algorithm, is the choice of the satellite imagery [2, 3]. Different
satellite images have different spatial, temporal and spectral resolutions. Therefore, the
choice of satellite imagery is strictly application dependent e.g. fine spatial resolution
data suit land cover changes at local scale which may be too small to be captured by mod-
erate or coarse spatial resolution images. Similarly, moderate resolution satellite images
suit regional land cover dynamics, and coarse spatial resolution imagery can be helpful in
global scale change detection [1].
In this paper, the main focus is on usage of Landsat 7 ETM+ (Enhanced Thematic Mapper
Plus) 30m resolution imagery for detecting defoliation (change) in Eucalyptus nitens and
E. globulus plantations of north-eastern Tasmania, Australia due to leaf beetles (Paropsis-
terna spp). Existing EO literature contains considerable number of algorithms proposed
for detecting changes in vegetation cover using multi-temporal satellite images, such as
visual inspection [13, 14], image differencing [12, 15], image rationing [16], change vec-
tor analysis (CVA) [17], image regression [18], multi-temporal linear data transformation
[15, 19, 20] e.g. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and Tasseled Cap Transformation
(TCT). Performance of these methods depend on the characteristics of the study areas and
images used in the analysis [3]. Therefore, despite the existence of a variety of alterna-
tives with their respective pros and cons, all of them are application specific and no single
change detection algorithm can be declared as optimal for all the cases [3].
Image differencing and CVA have been the most widely used change detection algorithms
[2, 3]. A major difficulty of image differencing or CVA based methods is to tune an
optimal threshold [2, 3, 21]. Another issue with such methods is that they are simple and
may not separate real changes from many other difference between the two-date imagery
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due to various factors [4]. These misleading changes may be due to non-normalized
radiometric differences, non-linear noise, changes due to atmospheric conditions [22] and
changes caused by vegetation phenology, growth and senescence etc. [5]. Such changes
are not linearly separable from the real changes in spectral space and may require more
sophisticated techniques for processing in higher dimensional spaces [22]. Therefore,
many authors have developed different algorithms which use image differencing or CVA
as basic step and classify the difference image or Change Vectors (CVs) into change and
no-change efficiently [21]. Among these, the algorithms which use supervised classifiers
e.g. artificial neural networks (ANN) [23, 24], support vector machines (SVM) [25, 26],
and Bayesian classifiers e.g. Maximum Likelihood Classifier (MLC) and Naive Bayes
(NB) [27–31] etc., have gained significant importance over the recent past.
Bayesian Classifiers [28, 30, 31] well known and commonly used probabilistic classifiers
in EO community for change detection and classification [27, 29, 32, 33]. They are capa-
ble of multi-class classification and assigning probabilistic class membership to the test
samples. However, their major drawback is that they rely on a parametric density model
(mostly Gaussian) for the data in each class, which may be misleading and far from being
true in practical cases [34]. As a consequence, it performs very well as long as the data
is following the assumed parametric model, but becomes sub-optimal when the assump-
tion is violated significantly [33, 35, 36]. Therefore, a change detection algorithm, that
is more robust in the cases where the data is more likely unknown and far from assumed
parametric distribution (most of the practical scenarios), will prove useful not only for
vegetation data but also for broader range of applications on EO data.
There exist many classifiers in the literature, e.g. Neural Networks (NN) [37–40] and
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [36, 37, 41–44], which are non-parametric. SVM is
the most popular of them in the EO community [34]. It uses kernel trick to transform
features into high-dimensional Hilbert space and achieves a linear decision boundary
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in high-dimensional space, for the data which may not be linearly separable in spec-
tral space. Many researchers have proposed other kernel based non-parametric change
detection approaches, some of which use a one-class version of SVM. Volpi et al. [45]
used kernel k-means on difference image and kernel image differencing for unsupervised
change detection in satellite images. Shah-Hosseini et al. [22, 46] used kernels to trans-
form images from spectral to feature space, and used kernel clustering and Support Vec-
tor Domain Description (SVDD) on initial pseudo training set to achieve unsupervised
change detection maps. Bovolo et al. used a combination of kernels with SVDD [47]
and Semi-Supervised Support Vector Machine (S3VM) [48] on difference image, with
Bayesian initial thresholding to obtain pseudo training set for unsupervised change de-
tection. All of these studies showed promise of kernel based methods in remote sensing
change detection. The advantages of these methods are that they are either unsupervised
or semi-supervised. However, such methods and the classical SVM only learn the deci-
sion boundary and cannot provide class membership confidence (probabilities) to a test
sample [49, 50]. Moreover, the original formulation of the provides only binary classifi-
cation, hence different strategies need to be implemented in order to use it for multi-class
problems. Therefore, a classification technique that is not only non-parametric, but also
capable of handling multi-class problems and providing probabilistic output (assigning
degree of class-membership to test samples), may prove very useful in broad range of
remote sensing applications, if it performs comparably to SVM.
The LSPC [49, 50] is a relatively new classifier introduced recently. It is non-parametric
like SVM, with the added advantages of multi-class handling and probabilistic nature.
It models class posterior probabilities using a linear combination of a large number of
weighted Gaussian Kernels, which is more flexible and could provide a better approxi-
mation of the distributions that may be far from the assumed parametric models normally
used in traditional Bayesian classifiers e.g. Gaussian distribution [34]. Although, the
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computational efficiency has not been crucial in this study, it is worth mentioning here
that it has been shown in [49, 50] that after certain simplifications, the LSPC is compu-
tationally more efficient than SVM for multi-class problems with large data sets, because
of its ability to obtain its solution in a class-wise manner by solving a regularized system
of linear equations analytically. In a broader sense it can be seen as a non-parametric
technique for estimating the conditional distribution, and can be used in numerous other
cases where normally assumptions are made about the conditional distributions of the
data. However, its usefulness has not been exploited in remote sensing applications yet.
All these facts make LSPC an interesting concept to be introduced to the EO community.
In this study, the aim is to: 1) devise a robust non-parametric change detection frame-
work, by exploiting useful properties of the LSPC, for detect leaf beetle infestation in
Eucalyptus nitens and E. globulus plantations using Landsat 7 ETM+ data, 2) analyze the
potential and robustness of LSPC [49, 50], in non-parametric modeling of class poste-
rior probabilities of EO data sets with unknown distributions, and 3) design an automated
model selection procedure based on 10-fold cross validation for near-optimal tuning of
the kernel parameters and the decision threshold.
The proposed algorithm first calculates CVs from two Landsat images (raw bands or band
combination indices) and then applies the supervised LSPC formulation [49, 50] for dif-
ferentiating between change and no-change classes. The weights of the kernels are learnt
from the training data conveniently by evaluating a closed form expression derived from
a system of linear equations [49, 50]. The parameters of Gaussian kernels can be derived
using 10-fold cross validation experiment on the training data set[49, 50]. These parame-
ters are normally selected as the best combination from pre-defined lists of values, hence
leaving room for improvement since the best values may not be available in the lists. To
this end, a simple optimization problem is devised for model selection, that can be solved
using any constrained optimization algorithm to obtain the kernel parameters and thresh-
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old. The advantage of such model selection is that it avoids trial and error procedure of
model selection, which normally involves manual selection of lists of parameters values
which may be suboptimal. The performance of the proposed algorithm is tested and com-
pared with NB and SVM in detecting changes in Landsat raw bands and band combination
indices data sets of two different test areas of north-eastern Tasmania, Australia, where
Eucalyptus nitens and E. globulus plantations suffered with defoliation due to leaf beetles
(Paropsisterna spp). The purpose of using raw bands and band combination indices data
sets was to evaluate the robustness of both the methods in case of significantly different
distributions of the data. This framework is an extension of a similar approach [6], that
used multiple kernels for estimating the relative density ratios [51–54] directly from the
EO satellite time series data and showed promise in land cover change detection problem.
5.2 Data and Methods
5.2.1 Data Description
The study area consists of Eucalyptus Nitens and E. Globulus plantations located in north-
eastern Tasmania (147◦15′0′′E to 148◦15′0′′E and 41◦0′0′′S to 41◦40′0′′S, see Figure 5.1).
The shape files containing polygons indicating damaged areas were provided by the field
surveyors. These shape files were prepared by dedicated professionals after close and
careful regular monitoring of the Eucalyptus Nitens and E. Globulus stands managed and
looked after by Forestry Tasmania. Two cloud free Landsat 7 ETM+ images dated 17th
May, 2009 and 20th May, 2010 (before and after the mentioned date of damage) were
acquired from NASA’s website. The Landsat images contained black strips, caused by
scan line/sensor failure. Due to availability of sufficient ground truth examples in valid
regions, these scan line errors were masked out and the pixel locations in these strips
were not included in the analysis, in order to make the results reliable. The procedure of
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preparing the masks for scan line errors, can be found on official website of United States
Geological Survey (USGS).
First the Digital Numbers (DNs) were converted into radiance by the following formula
[55, 56]
Lb = (Gb×DN)+ξb, (5.1)
where Lb is the radiance of band b, Gb is the gain and ξb is the bias. The radiance values
were then converted in to Top of Atmosphere (TOA) reflectance using [56, 57]
Rb =
piLbd2
Esun,b sinϑ
, (5.2)
where Rb is the TOA reflectance for band b, d is the earth-sun distance in astronomical
units, Esun,b is the mean exoatmospheric solar irridiance at the specific band and ϑ is
solar zenith angle. The above radiometric calibrations were carried out using ENVI 5.2
software. After calculating TOA reflectance and co-registration, the ArcGis software was
used to prepare point data with 30m grid, from the provided polygons in the shape files.
This point data was then overlayed on the corrected Landsat 7 ETM+ images at the exact
locations. Two separate areas containing the marked damages were selected and their
ground truth masks were prepared. These areas were treated as two separate data sets,
namely, Area 1 and Area 2 containing 8764 and 8326 infested/defoliated pixels, respec-
tively. Half of the available ground truth was used as training set and the rest as test set,
for both the areas. These areas were further subdivided into two data sets, namely, 6 raw
bands (bands 1-5 and band 7) and 7 band combination indices namely Land Surface Water
Index (LSWI) [58], Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [59, 60], Modified
Normalized Difference Wetness Index (MNDWI) [61], Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI)
[62], TCT-brightness, TCT-greenness and TCT-wetness [63]. These band combination in-
dices were selected on the basis of their relevance to vegetation dynamics while ensuring
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Figure 5.1: Map of Tasmania, Australia. The small boxes show the study areas located in
North-East of Tasmania.
inclusion of each thematic band at least once.
The purpose of making these two data sets was to test the robustness of both the prob-
abilistic classifiers on the data sets that are distributed significantly differently. Some
previous studies have shown that Gaussian assumption has given reliable results on raw
bands of Landsat images e.g. [27], hence band indices data set would be a good tester for
robustness.
5.2.2 Least Squares Probabilistic Classifier for EO change
detection in Landsat 7 ETM+ Images
Let I1,I2
(⊂ RM×N×B) be two images (before and after the change/defoliation event)
with M rows, N columns and B bands/features. First each band/feature image Ibt (b ∈
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{1,2, . . . ,B} , t ∈ {1,2}) is normalized and the difference image is calculated as [1]
4Ib = Ib2− Ib1. (5.3)
Each vector at location (m,n) of the difference image4I,
4I(m,n) = [4I1(m,n),4I2(m,n), . . . ,4IB(m,n)]T , (5.4)
where m ∈ {1,2, . . . , M} and n ∈ {1,2, . . . , N}, can be considered as an input feature
vector denoted by x∈F (⊂ RB) and its class label given by c∈Y = {1,2, . . . ,C}, where
C is the number of classes. Each input-output pair (x,c) belongs to a joint probability
distribution onF ×Y with joint probability density p(x,c). The aim here is to estimate
the class posterior probability p(c | x) from the training set Xtr, containing training input-
output pairs, given as
Xtr = {(xi,ci) ∈F ×Y }Ntri=1 , (5.5)
where Ntr is the number of samples in the training set Xtr.
Popular probabilistic classifiers in remote sensing, Bayesian classifiers, rely on an as-
sumption of a parametric function to model the class conditional distribution [28–31],
and maximizes the log-likelihood over the data set to obtain the model parameters. Since
the distribution of EO data is often unknown and can deviate significantly from the as-
sumed parametric model causing poor classification accuracy [33–35], it is proposed here
that the class posterior probability p(c | x) be estimated without imposing any model as-
sumptions, using the LSPC formulation [49, 50]. Using this formulation p(c | x) of each
class c having Nc training samples can be modeled as a linear combination of a large
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number of kernel functions as [49, 50]
r (c | x;γc) =
Nc
∑
l=1
γcl K(x,x
c
l ) = (γ
c)T Kc(x) (5.6)
where r (c | x;γc) is a multi-kernel approximation of p(c | x), T represents the trans-
pose of a vector or matrix, xcl is the lth training sample in training set of class c, γ
c =[
γc1,γ
c
2, . . . , γ
c
Nc
]Tis a vector containing the parameters to be learned from training set,
Kc(x) which is a vector of kernel functions K(x,xcl ) ( Gaussian kernel with width β ). The
Gaussian kernel can be written as [49, 50]
K(x,x′) = exp(−β‖x−x′‖2). (5.7)
The parameters vector γc can be estimated by minimizing a cost function based on expec-
tation of square of error between the modeled and actual class posterior probability of x
over the unknown density p(x) of the target class c. The cost function can be written as
[49, 50]
J (γc) = 1/2
xcNcˆ
xc1
[r (c | x;γc)− p(c | x)]2 p(x)dx. (5.8)
By definition p(c | x) = p(x,c)/p(x) which can be replaced in (5.8) as
J (γc) = 1/2
xcNcˆ
xc1
r (c | x;γc)2 p(x)dx−
xcNcˆ
xc1
r (c | x;γc) p(x,c)dx+ 1/2
xcNcˆ
xc1
p(x,c)2/p(x)dx. (5.9)
The third term in (5.9) is a constant. By substituting the values from (5.6), (5.9) gets the
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form
J (γc) = 1/2
xcNcˆ
xc1
[
(γc)T Kc(x)
]2
p(x)dx−
xcNcˆ
xc1
[
(γc)T Kc(x)
]
p(x,c)dx+ constant, (5.10)
which can be rearranged into a system of linear equations in matrix form as [49, 50]
J (γc) = 1/2(γc)T
[xcNc´
xc1
Kc(x)Kc(x)T p(x)dx
]
γc−
[xcNc´
xc1
Kc(x)p(x,c)dx
]T
γc+ constant
= 1/2(γc)T Hcγc+(hc)T γc+ constant,
(5.11)
where Hc and hc are Nc×Nc matrix and Nc dimensional vector, respectively, given by
[49, 50]
Hc =
xcNc´
xc1
Kc(x)Kc(x)T p(x)dx
hc =
xcNc´
xc1
Kc(x)p(x,c)dx.
(5.12)
After introducing sample averages over the target class c as approximations of the expec-
tations over unknown densities p(x) and p(x,c), (5.12) can be rewritten as [49, 50]
Ĥc = 1/Nc
Nc
∑
j=1
Kc(xcj)K
c(xcj)
T
ĥc = 1/Nc
Nc
∑
j=1
Kc(xcj).
(5.13)
The vector of unknown parameters γc can be found by solving the following regularized
optimization problem with α > 0 as regularization parameter which is selected appropri-
ately by 10-fold cross validation [49, 50]
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γc = argmin
γc∈RNc
[
1/2(γc)T Ĥcγc+
(
ĥc
)T
γc+α (γc)T γc
]
. (5.14)
By taking derivative of the objective function in (5.14) with respect to γc and equating to
0, a system of linear equations is formed which can be solved for γc as [49, 50]
(
Ĥc+αINc
)
γc = ĥc
=⇒ γc =
(
Ĥc+αINc
)−1
ĥc.
(5.15)
In order to ensure that the estimated class posterior probabilities are positive, the negative
values in vector γc are replaced with 0s as [49, 50]
γ̂c = max(0Nc ,γ
c) , (5.16)
where 0Ncis an Nc dimensional vector and the “max” operation is performed element-wise
between the two vectors. The class posterior probability of a test sample x˜ for class c can
then be estimated as [49, 50]
q(c|x = x˜) =
Nc
∑
l=1
γ̂cl exp
(−β‖x˜−xcl ‖2) , (5.17)
where parameter β is selected by cross validation. To ensure that the estimated class
posterior probability is in fact a conditional probability, it is normalized as [49, 50]
p̂(c|x = x˜) =
[
Nc
∑
l=1
γ̂cl exp
(−β‖x˜−xcl ‖2)][
C
∑
c′=1
Nc′
∑
l=1
γ̂c′l exp
(−β‖x˜−xc′l ‖2)
] . (5.18)
For 2-class classification problem i.e. when C = 2, the class label can be assigned to a test
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sample as
Θ (x˜) =

1 if p̂(c=1|x=x˜)/p̂(c=2|x=x˜)> 1
2 otherwise.
(5.19)
Some samples may experience small changes in the class posterior probabilities, but not
enough to exceed the class posterior probability of the other class. Therefore, these sam-
ples will not be labeled as “change” using the criterion given in (5.19). To this end, thanks
to the probabilistic nature of LSPC which can be utilized in tuning a more suitable thresh-
old λ . It can be tuned, along with β and α , using the model selection procedure explained
in the next subsection. Using this threshold, the labeling criterion in (5.19) becomes
Θ (x˜) =

1 if p̂(c=1|x=x˜)/p̂(c=2|x=x˜)> λ
2 otherwise.
(5.20)
The training and testing phases of the change detection technique explained above, are
summarized in Algorithm 5.1.
5.2.3 Model Selection Procedure
Model selection using 10-fold cross validation is a common way to tune some unknown
parameter(s) of a classifier(s) e.g. β , α and λ here. The studies in [49, 50] selected β
and α empirically from pre-specified lists of values, using 10-fold cross validation. This
way of model selection is often based on trail and error selection of the list of parameter
values. The model parameters selected in this way may be sub-optimal due to the fact
that optimal values may not be present in the pre-specified lists of values. Near-optimal
combination of these parameters can be found by minimizing a cost function, based on
performance indices calculated for 10-fold cross validation experiment on the training set,
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Figure 5.2: Flow chart presenting an overview of different steps involved in the proposed
framework.
using an optimization package. The cost function to be minimized can be formulated as
(β ,α,λ )′ = argmin
β ,α,λ
{√
FN2val +FP
2
val
}
s.t. FNval < v≥ 0, FPval < u≥ 0
(5.21)
where FNval and FPval are false positives (false-alarms) and false negatives (miss-alarms,
see Table 5.1), respectively, v and u are their respective upper bounds which can be set by
the user, and obtained after 10-fold cross validation, (β ,α,λ )′ is the vector of the opti-
mized parameter values. The cost function (5.21) can be optimized using any constrained
optimization algorithm. In this implementation, MATLAB built in package of Genetic
Algorithm (GA) [64] was used for this propose. A number of experiments were carried
out for model selection, in order to assess the reliability of the procedure and effect of dif-
ferent parameters of GA. It was observed that these parameters can be tuned conveniently
using the proposed model selection procedure. Moreover, changing parameters above the
default values set by the MATLAB, did not affect the overall accuracy and performance
of the proposed framework. The default MATLAB parameters performed well, hence
were left unchanged. Algorithm 5.2 summarizes the steps for evaluating the fitness func-
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Algorithm 5.1
Training
1. Given inputs: training set Xtr, parameter β , and parameter α
2. For c = 1,2, . . . ,C do
3. Calculate Ĥc using Equation (5.13).
4. Calculate ĥc using Equation (5.13).
5. Determine γ̂c using Equations (5.15) and (5.16).
6. endfor
7. Output: γ̂c
Testing
1. Given inputs: test sample x˜, parameters γ̂c, β , α and threshold λ .
2. Use Equation (5.18) to determine its p̂(c|x = x˜).
3. Use Equation (5.20) to assign it a class label.
4. Output: class labelΘ (x˜)
tion of GA expressed in (5.21). An overview of different steps involved in the proposed
framework are shown in the flowchart in Figure 5.2.
5.3 Results and Discussion
The performance of the proposed method was evaluated and compared to widely used
Naive Bayes (NB) classifier with Gaussian assumption and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel for detection of defoliation, in Eucalyptus nitens
and E. globulus plantations caused by leaf beetles (Paropsisterna spp), using Landsat 7
ETM+ multi-date images. All the methods were tested on raw bands and band indices
data sets of both the areas in order to check their robustness for different data sets with
difference between their data distributions. For implementation of SVM, LIBSVM Mat-
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Algorithm 5.2 Xtr, β and α
1. Set Zval←− Xtr.
2. Set FNval, FPval = 0.
3. Divide Zval into 10 equal sized subsets: Zval =
{
Zgval
}10
g=1.
4. For i = 1to10
5. Set training set X′tr=
{
Zgval
}10
g=1,g6=i.
6. Set test set X′te = Zival =
{
x˜kte
}Ntr/10
k=1 .
7. Use Algorithm (5.1) to find class labels set: Θ ival =
{
Θ
(
x˜kte
)}Ntr/10
k=1
8. endfor
9. Calculate FNval and FPval fromΘ val =
{
Θ kval
}10
k=1.
10. Evaluate the cost function using Equation (5.21).
11. Output: L (β ,α,λ )
lab library was used, which is freely available on the World Wide Web (WWW) [65].
For model selection, one of the most popular methods used in the literature is grid search
method [66–68]. The LIBSVM has a built-in option of cross validation, which was used
(10-fold) in grid search method to select optimal parameter values for the SVM used in
this study.
Figure 5.3 shows the change detection results of the proposed method on raw bands and
band indices data sets of both the study areas, along with their respective reference maps
(ground truth maps, containing 8764 and 8326 infested/defoliated pixels in area 1 and
2, respectively). The top row of the figure presents the reference maps, the second row
presents the change detection map produced on the raw bands data sets and the third row
shows the change maps produced on the band indices data sets. The first and second
columns of the figure represent Area 1 and Area 2, respectively. Figure 5.4 shows the
miss-classifications (errors i.e. FN and FP) incurred by the proposed method. All the
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Table 5.1: Definitions of performance indices used in this study. Θ (x˜)=classifier labeling
function, g(x˜) =ground truth label, nc =number of change samples, nnc =number of
no-change samples.
Performance Index Definition Relationship
TP (%) p(Θ (x˜) = 1|g(x˜) = 1)×100
TP+FN=100
FN (%) p(Θ (x˜) = 2|g(x˜) = 1)×100
TN (%) p(Θ (x˜) = 2|g(x˜) = 2)×100
TN+FP=100
FP (%) p(Θ (x˜) = 1|g(x˜) = 2)×100
OA (%) ((TP×nc)+(TN×nnc))/(nc+nnc) -
maps in Figure 5.4 correspond to their respective change maps in Figure 5.3. The miss-
classification images contain those points which were originally labeled as changed in
ground truth data but detected as no-change by the algorithm or vice versa. It can be
observed from Figures 5.3 and 5.4 that the proposed method detects changes in both raw
bands and band indices data sets of both the study areas accurately and robustly. The
larger connected areas in the miss-classification maps corresponding to Area 2, are FPs,
which can be attributed to labeling inaccuracies incurred by the surveyors.
The figures have been presented only for visual illustration and may not be very infor-
mative about the change detection performance of the proposed method. Therefore, its
quantitative results and their comparison with two well known classifiers, namely NB and
SVM, have been summarized in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 for further assessment. Table 5.2
and 5.3 present the performance comparison in terms performance indices True Positives
(TP, correct alarms), True Negatives (TN, correct no-alarms), Overall Accuracy (OA) and
kappa-statistic (κ) (see Table 5.1 for the definitions of the performance indices used), for
Area 1 and 2, respectively. Despite some criticism on using kappa-statistic for accuracy
assessment, it is still one of the most popular performance metrics used [69]. Table 5.4
presents the corresponding McNemar’s test [70] which quantifies significance of the dif-
ferences of the proposed method with NB and SVM. The tables show that the LSPC based
method performs robustly in all the cases. It clearly outperforms the NB classifier on all
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Area 1 Area 2
Reference Maps
LSPC
RB
BI
Figure 5.3: Changes detected (TP) by the proposed method in Raw Bands (RB) and Band
Indices (BI) data sets of Area 1 and Area 2, along with reference maps (top row).
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Area 1 Area 2
Reference Maps
LSPC
RB
BI
Figure 5.4: Miss-classifications (FN and FP) by the proposed method in Raw Bands (RB)
and Band Indices (BI) data sets of Area 1 and Area 2, along with reference maps (top
row).
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the data sets, with OA ranging from 93.6% (κ = 0.87) for Area 2 to 97.4% (κ = 0.94) for
Area 1, against 85.3% (κ = 0.69) to 93.4% (κ = 0.85), respectively. The corresponding
McNemar’s tests in Table 5.4 also show that these differences in OA of both the meth-
ods are statistically significant for all the data sets. This difference in the performances
can be observed in Figure 5.5 which gives a comparison between the Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) curves of the two methods, drawn between different pairs of TP
and FP achieved by varying their thresholds, for both types of data sets of both the test
areas considered here. Considering the comparison between LSPC and SVM, the SVM’s
OA ranges from 93.4% (κ = 0.86) in case of Area 2, to 97.4% (κ = 0.94) in case of
Area 1, which is almost the same as that of the LSPC as confirmed by the corresponding
McNemar’s tests in Table 5.4.
It can be noticed from the results that both the approaches with non-parametric models,
that are free of model assumptions, are more robust and accurate on different data sets
with unknown distributions as compared to the Gaussian based NB classifier. This can be
attributed to the fact that the distributions of the data sets are unknown, and are very rarely
Gaussian in practical cases, hence violates the assumptions made in NB and resulting
more miss-classifications. Please note that the McNemar’s test only tells whether the
absolute number of samples, on which there is a disagreement between the two classifiers,
is significant or not. It neither tells which classifier has the better performance nor does it
take the data set size into consideration. Therefore, the OA accuracy comparisons and the
McNemar’s test results should be considered simultaneously in order to draw meaningful
conclusions. In Table 5.4 the McNemar’s test was conducted after scaling the data set size
and the observed results to out-of-1000 equivalents.
These findings are consistent with many other studies in which non-parametric kernel
based methods outperformed the parametric approaches, e.g. a recently published study
[6] demonstrated improvement in performance of the change detection algorithm by using
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Repeated Sequential Probability Ratio Test (RSPRT) based on relative density ratios [51,
52], estimated directly from the data by non-parametric multi-kernel approach [51–54],
over the traditional likelihood ratios based on Gaussian assumption. Studies in [71–74]
showed superior classification performance of non-parametric kernel based methods over
parametric Bayesian classifiers.
The model parameters i.e. kernel width β , regularization parameter α and threshold λ ,
were tuned by the model selection algorithm proposed here. Since fractional changes
(< 1%) in the false negative and false positive values do not have any significant impor-
tance in this case, the model selection procedure can be stopped after a suitable number
of iterations, without waiting for fractional improvements in the cost function. Model
parameters values corresponding to the iteration with the lowest value of the cost function
are chosen. In this study, 50 iterations proved to be sufficient for model selection. The
comparison between the accuracies and the corresponding (α,β ) parameters, achieved
by LSPC using simple cross validation (L2) and LSPC with the proposed model selection
algorithm (L1), is given in Table 5.5. The significance of the results presented in Table
5.5 has been calculated through McNemar’s tests shown in Table 5.6. It can be observed
that there is a significant improvement in the accuracy when the proposed method is used
with the proposed model selection procedure, over when the proposed method is used
with parameters selected by 10-fold cross validation. The improvement in the accuracy
ranged from 2.6% to 4.9%.
5.4 Conclusions
In this study, a non-parametric algorithm was proposed for detecting defoliation caused
by leaf beetle in Eucalyptus Nitens and E. Globulus plantations. To this end, a new non-
parametric approach LSPC was applied for finding optimal decision boundary between
change and no-change Change Vectors (CVs) calculated after image differencing. An
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Table 5.2: Results Comparison between LSPC (Least Squares Probabilistic Classifier), NB
(Naive Bayes) Classifier and SVM (Support Vector Machine), in terms of performance met-
rics, for Area 1. TP= True Positives, TN= True Negatives, OA = Overall Accuracy, κ= Kappa-
Statistic.
Area 1
Features Raw Bands Band Combination Indices
Algorithm TP FN TN FP OA κ TP FN TN FP OA κ
LSPC 99.8 0.2 92.0 8.0 97.4 0.94 99.3 0.7 91.6 8.4 96.9 0.93
NB 94.6 5.4 92.1 7.9 93.4 0.85 90.8 9.2 90.6 9.4 90.7 0.79
SVM 99.8 0.2 91.9 8.1 97.4 0.94 99.6 0.4 91.4 8.6 97.1 0.93
Table 5.3: Results Comparison between LSPC (Least Squares Probabilistic Classifier), NB
(Naive Bayes) Classifier and SVM (Support Vector Machine), in terms of performance met-
rics, for Area 2. TP= True Positives, TN= True Negatives, OA = Overall Accuracy, κ= Kappa-
Statistic.
Area2
Features Raw Bands Band Combination Indices
Algorithm TP FN TN FP OA κ TP FN TN FP OA κ
LSPC 98.2 1.8 90.8 9.2 93.6 0.87 97.6 2.4 91.5 8.5 93.7 0.87
NB 90.4 9.6 82.4 17.6 85.3 0.69 88.3 11.7 84.2 15.8 85.7 0.70
SVM 97.3 2.7 91.3 9.7 93.5 0.86 96.3 3.7 91.8 8.2 93.4 0.86
automated model selection approach was also designed for near-real optimal selection of
the model parameters. It was found that the Landsat imagery suits the detection of defo-
liation caused by leaf beetles (Paropsisterna spp) in Eucalyptus Nitens and E. Globulus
plantations. Furthermore, the LSPC can model the class posterior probabilities robustly.
Its comparison with the parametric NB and SVM suggests that it performs comparably
to SVM in all the cases and is more robust to variations in data as compared to the NB.
Furthermore, it can be concluded that the proposed model selection strategy has an ad-
vantage over the traditional model selection procedure which is based on trial and error
selection of the list of parameter values to be tuned, hence its accuracy being dependent
on goodness of the list of parameter values.
While Bayesian Classifiers have the advantage of multi-class capabilities and probabilis-
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Table 5.4: Results Comparison between LSPC (Least Squares Probabilistic Classifier), NB
(Naive Bayes) Classifier and SVM (Support Vector Machine), in terms of McNemar’s test
statistics (χ2-values with 1 degree of freedom and 95% confidence). p < 0.05 columns indicate
whether the test statistic has probability of less than 0.05 (outside 95% confidence interval) or
not, Signf. = Significance.
Method
Area 1 Area 2
Raw Bands Band Indices Raw Bands Band Indices
χ2 p < 0.05 Signif. χ2 p < 0.05 Signif. χ2 p < 0.05 Signif. χ2 p < 0.05 Signif.
NB 24.9 yes yes 52.6 yes yes 74.5 yes yes 48.9 yes yes
SVM 0.5 no no 1.1 no no 0.001 no no 2.3 no no
Table 5.5: Comparison between accuracies and the corresponding (α,β ) parameters, achieved
by LSPC with the proposed model selection (denoted as L1) and with the simple 10-fold cross
validation (denoted as L2). Algo. = Algorithm, OA = Overall Accuracy, κ= Kappa-Statistic.
Area
Area 1 Area 2
Raw Bands Band Indices Raw Bands Band Indices
Algo. OA κ OA κ OA κ OA κ
L1 97.4 0.94 96.9 0.93 93.6 0.87 93.7 0.87
L2 94.8 0.88 93.8 0.86 90.7 0.81 88.8 0.77
Table 5.6: Results Comparison between LSPC with the proposed model selection (denoted as
L1) and with the simple 10-fold cross validation (denoted as L2), in terms of McNemar’s test
statistics (χ2-values with 1 degree of freedom and 95% confidence). p < 0.05 columns indicate
whether the test statistic has probability of less than 0.05 (outside 95% confidence interval) or
not, Signf. = Significance.
Area 1 Area 2
Raw Bands Band Indices Raw Bands Band Indices
χ2 p < 0.05 Signif. χ2 p < 0.05 Signif. χ2 p < 0.05 Signif. χ2 p < 0.05 Signif.
27.3 yes yes 43.8 yes yes 38.1 yes yes 50.7 yes yes
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between ROC curves of LSPC and NB (Naive Bayes). Top:
ROC comparison on raw bands data sets of both the areas. Bottom: ROC comparison
on band indices data sets of both the areas.
tic nature, their bottleneck is their dependence on the model assumption which may be
far from the original data distribution and hence can limit their performance, as observed
in this study. Similarly, SVM has the advantage of being non-parametric, however it is
basically a binary classifier which assigns only class labels (sign) to a test sample, hence
needing different schemes to be designed for it in order to handle multi-class problems
and provide probabilistic output. The facts that LSPC is not only non-parametric as SVM,
but also probabilistic in nature, capable of handling multi-class problems, easy to imple-
ment (thanks to its closed form analytically tractable solution) and has detection accuracy
comparable to SVM, make it interesting and promising for the remote sensing commu-
nity, especially when class memberships of the samples in multi-class problems need to be
identified. Although, the computational efficiency was not crucial, hence not considered
here, nevertheless, it is worth mentioning here for potential readers, for whom computa-
tional efficiency may be crucial, that the LSPC was shown to be computationally more
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efficient than SVM for multi-class problems [49, 50]. However, its superiority over SVM,
in terms of computational efficiency, is yet to be proven in remote sensing applications.
The LSPC proved useful when used as a part of a change detection framework in a 2-class
classification problem. However, its multi-class performance on remote sensing data sets
is still an open question for future research. Being of statistical nature and independent
of the type of data, it can be applied to a wide range of classification applications of EO
data as its scope is not limited to vegetation data only. Moreover, apart from classifica-
tion applications, it can also be applied for non-parametric approximation of conditional
distribution of the data in many other applications.
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6 Conclusions and Future
Research
6.1 Conclusions
Reliable land cover monitoring and change detection has been shown to be of significant
importance for the global community [1–11]. Its importance was discussed in Chapter 1.
This thesis presented several methods for detecting changes in land cover using remote
sensing data, with a special emphasis on the changes caused by beetle infestations in pine
forests of north America and eucalyptus plantations in north-eastern Tasmania, Australia.
Automated beetle infestation monitoring, using remotely sensed data, has been given con-
siderable importance over past few decades because manual monitoring or aerial surveys
of land cover changes, spread over large areas, is very time consuming and involves ex-
pensive labor [12–22]. Furthermore, manual monitoring or aerial surveys can also be
prone to errors depending upon the experience and skills of the experts carrying on the
surveys. The existing methods have certain limitations which need to be addressed in or-
der to enhance their performance. Firstly, majority of the existing methods do not detect
beetle infestations in a near-real time manner, which is important for the authorities in
order to take timely actions to stop the damage. Therefore, near-real time methods with
improved accuracy and detection delays are desirable. Secondly, majority of the methods
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depend upon threshold selection from the labelled examples [23, 24], which can be hard
to collect, hence methods with automatic threshold selection are needed. Thirdly, most
of the test statistics used are based on traditional likelihood ratios based on Gaussian dis-
tribution assumption [23–25], which may lead to sub-optimal results in case the data is
far from Gaussian. Furthermore, the threshold selection approaches existing in the litera-
ture tune the threshold by optimizing only the accuracy (TP and TN), which does not suit
near-real time methods. Fourth, many bi-temporal change detection methods are based on
the popular Bayesian classifiers e.g. Maximum Likelihood Classifier (MLC) and Naive
Bayes (NB) class [26–30], which assumes a parametric model (mostly Gaussian) for the
data and can have robustness issues with different types of data.
The methods proposed in this thesis tackled the above limitations of the change detection
approaches in remote sensing. The satellite data used in this thesis were MODIS and
Landsat 7 ETM+ images because of their free availability and suitability for the problems
tackled in this thesis. MODIS (500m 8-days) data is hyper-temporal and coarse spatial
resolution which suits detection of changes (infestations) spread on wide areas in near-
real time, hence was used for near-real time detection of beetle infestations in pine forests
of north America. The leaf beetle defoliation in eucalyptus plantations of north-eastern
Tasmania, is not very widely spread, hence the moderate resolution Landsat ETM+ 7 data
(30m) data was used for its detection. Four different statistical change detection methods
were proposed in this thesis, which were meant for certain improvements over the existing
methods.
The NLS and FIR filter based methods were discussed in Chapter 2. The NLS based
method uses a µ-parameter time series, extracted by fitting a triply modulated cosine
function to the hyper-temporal vegetation index time series of MODIS data, to derive log-
likelihood ratio based test statistics. The FIR-based method estimates the µ-parameter
time series by convolving a low-pass filter with the hyper-temporal MODIS vegetation
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index time series and hence is computationally efficient and easier to implement. Both
methods were implemented on simulated, synthetic and real-world data sets of many
vegetation indices. The NLS-based method was found to perform better for near-real
time beetle infestation detection than the computationally efficient and simpler FIR-based
method, and its combination with RGI produced the best performance in terms of accu-
racy and detection delay. Furthermore, it also showed that deriving test statistics from
parameter time series of the the triply modulated cosine function, fitted to the hyper-
temporal vegetation index time series using NLS, deals with noise more efficiently and
has a clear advantage over an existing method [24] that derives test statistics from the
noise time series calculated as a difference between the predicted and observed values.
The MCLT-based method was proposed in Chapter 3. It is the first to use martingale the-
ory in the land cover (beetle infestation) change detection framework. It uses martingale
theory to derive test statistics from the µ- parameter time series, instead of log-likelihood
ratio based statistics used in the methods explained in Chapter 2. The advantage of us-
ing Martingales theory is that the threshold can be selected by using standard Gaussian
distribution statistics and does not require tuning based on the labelled training data. Its
implementation, for near-real time detection of beetle infestations in pine forests of north
America, showed its advantages.
The relative density ratio based change detection method was proposed in Chapter 4. This
method derives the µ-parameter time series, of the triply modulated cosine model, using
EKF and replaces the log-likelihood ratios based test statistics of the methods proposed
in Chapter 2, with RSPRT/CUSUM based test statistics. Furthermore, it improves the
RSPRT based test statistics by using the relative density ratios, estimated directly from
the data by RULSIF algorithm, as test statistics instead of the traditional likelihood ratios
based on Gaussian assumption about the underlying distribution of the data. It also uses
an efficient Genetic Algorithm (GA) based threshold tuning for near-real time scenario,
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which takes detection delays into account along with the FP and FN, and can be used
conveniently in cross validation experiments for model selection. Its implementation on
simulated, synthetic and real-world hyper-temporal MODIS beetle infestation data, and
comparison with existing methods that use traditional likelihood ratios based on Gaussian
assumption about the data distribution, concludes that using assumption-free relative den-
sity ratios, estimated directly from the data while deriving RSPRT test statistics, performs
better and is more robust to varying data distributions.
The multi-kernel method, for leaf beetle defoliation detection in Eucalyptus plantations of
north-eastern Tasmania, Australia using bi-temporal Landsat 7 ETM+ data, was proposed
in Chapter 5. It detects changes (defoliation), in the bi-temporal difference image of the
raw bands and many vegetation indices, by thresholding the ratios of class posterior prob-
abilities of change and no-change classes for test samples. It models the class posterior
probabilities for both the change and no-change classes by using a linear combination
of large number of weighted Gaussian kernels (LSPC), and avoids any parametric model
assumptions. Furthermore, an automatic model selection procedure was also designed for
LSPC, which selects near-optimal model parameters for the change detection framework
automatically. The advantage of this model selection procedure is that it does not depend
upon the trial and error selection of lists of parameter values by the use as usually done
in manual model selection procedure based on 10-fold cross validation, which may lead
to suboptimal results. The proposed framework was tested for defoliation detection in
eucalyptus nitens in two different test areas, using bi-temporal Landsat 7 ETM+ images.
Comparison of its results with the Naive Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM),
suggests that non-parametric estimation of the class posterior probabilities has better de-
tection accuracy than the Bayesian classifiers which use parametric model assumption
about the data, and is comparable to SVM with added advantages of being capable of
handling multi-class problems and assigning probabilistic class-membership to the test
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samples. Furthermore, the proposed automated model selection procedure showed im-
provements in the results of the proposed changed detection framework, over the manual
model selection based on 10-fold cross-validation. This non-parametric method is not
only limited to remote sensing classification/change detection problems, it can be uti-
lized in other applications as well, in order to replace parametric assumptions about the
conditional distribution of the remote sensing data.
The aim of this thesis was to develop efficient remote sensing change detection methods
which use freely available coarse or moderate spatial resolution earth observation data
to detect insect infestations in natural vegetation. The first three methods were near-real
time and the last one is a bi-temporal change detection method. Among the supervised
near-real time methods, the relative density ratios based method is an improved and more
robust version. The MCLT-based method is the unsupervised version of the NLS-based
method in Chapter 2. The scope of the methods proposed in this thesis is not limited to
forest cover change detection. They can rather be adapted in a variety of applications in
which remote sensing change detection methods have shown promise in recent past, e.g.
detection of changes in croplands [31, 32], urban changes [33–35], changes in buildings
[36, 37], hydrological changes in soil and coastal areas [38–40], changes in water bodies
[41], changes due to floods [42–44], changes caused by fires [45, 46] and deforestation
due to logging and human settlements [47–49]. Although, the methods proposed in this
thesis showed significant improvements in their respective scopes, like any other method,
they also have some limitations which are mentioned in the next section.
6.2 Future Research
In this section, future research ideas based on the findings of this thesis are presented as
follows.
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• One of the limitations of the methods presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, is
that they use a single control charting technique on only the trend parameter µ of
a single vegetation index. According to the literature about the statistical control
charts, some of them detect small changes quicker, whereas some are quick in de-
tecting bigger changes. Using a hybrid of these control charts, e.g. a combination
of CUSUM and x¯-chart, may improve the detection accuracy and delays. Further-
more, using it on more than one vegetation indices and their combination with raw
bands may generate a variety of features which may improve the performance.
• Another limitation of the methods presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, is that
these methods are supervised. As the ground truth data may not be available, the
methods, that are independent of labelled data while tuning their thresholds, are
needed. Although, the method presented in Chapter 2 does not require threshold
tuning, the MCLT implies Gaussian distribution which may be violated in differ-
ent cases. Therefore, an unsupervised or semi-supervised method which can work
in the scenarios when no or partially labelled data is available, and is also free of
parametric model assumptions, is required. To this end, one-class-SVM [50] can
be used in combination with NLS or EKF and the triply modulated cosine func-
tion, to train on the vectors derived only from the no-change (history part) of the
time-series. Once the training is done, the one-class-SVM will form a hypersphere
enclosing the no-change samples. The query samples can then be declared as no-
change or change depending upon whether they lie inside or outside of the hyper-
sphere, respectively.
• The triply modulated cosine model works well in modeling the vegetation index
time series. However, it provides only three parameters and is unable to model
different scales/resolutions and frequencies. An alternative model can be designed
from a linear (weighted) combination of high order Legendre polynomials [51].
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Due to orthogonality, Legendre polynomials based model can be truncated after
any number of orders because of their inter-polynomials independence in a certain
range. This may result in lower prediction error. Furthermore, wavelets multi-
resolution analysis and empirical mode decomposition can be used to split the his-
tory time-series into different scales. These time-series at different scales can then
be predicted separately and merged in a final prediction of the main vegetation in-
dex time series. In supervised case, exploiting the fact that certain types of changes
may affect certain scales more than the others, and using a combination of only
those scales (optimal combination) as feature vectors, may provide better separa-
bility between change and no-change classes.
• The Least Squares Probabilisitc Classifier (LSPC) showed a promise in remote
sensing change detection (two-class) problem. However, its performance on multi-
class remote sensing data and its comparison with with other non-parametric clas-
sifiers is still an open research question.
• The LSPC formulation has been tested only with one type of kernel (Gaussian ker-
nel). Driving this formulation using different types of other kernels e.g. linear,
polynomial etc, and evaluating its performance on remote sensing data, has not
been analysed yet.
• The LSPC based method in Chapter 5 is a supervised change detection technique
which estimates class posterior probabilities without any parametric assumption
about the data. Adaptation of this method to a remote sensing change detection
problem with partially labelled or unlabelled data samples is an open research ques-
tion.
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